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Famous Artists To Give 
Unusual Concer Program 
Ch~vreuse Lodge, Winter Carousel Defies 
Paris, Welcomes W h T Summer Studen ts eat erman o Interfere 
Ballerina Will Dance 
Classic - "Dying Swan" 
Alicia Markova and Anton 
Dolin \vith their company of 
eighteen will present "a depar-
ture from the usual" on Wed-
nesday, February 5, at 8 :00 p.m. 
in Alumnae Hall at the third 
event of the Wellesley Concert 
Series. John Martin of the 
New York T ·hnes has called 
Markova "the greatest of all 
dancers-greater than Pavlova." 
Mr. David Barnett, head of 
the Concert Office, · explained 
that "the phenomenal success 
which the Markova-Dolin tours 
have enjoyed is due, of course, 
to the great artistry and the 
standard of perfection which the 
entire compan.y. maintains, but 
it is also a sign of the increas-
ing spread of general and active 
interest in an art form which 
was once only for a highly spe-
cialized audience." This couple's 
partnership dates back to the 
days of Markova's first profes-
sional appearance when Pait-
rick Hesley-Kay, renamed An-
ton. Dolin, was appearing as the 
first non-Russian star with the 
great Diaghilev ballet. · 
From l\ledicine To Ballet 
l'tlarkova and Dolin 
Election System 
Gains Efficiency 
Reid Hall in. Paris, which in 
September 1947 reopened for the 
first time since the war, an-
nounces that it will be ready 
to welcome for long or shor t 
stays American college women 
and their friends during the 
summer of 1948. It serves not 
only as a residence but as a 
centre of information. for uni-
versity women and students in 
Paris. 
Reid Hall , 4 rue de Chevreuse, 
is conveniently located near all 
points of interest. The eighteenth 
century house was t he h unting 
lodge of the . Due de Chevreuse. 
The propert was given, by the 
late Mrs. Whitelaw R eid in 1928 
to be a centr e for u niversity 
women and to promote Franco-
Ameri can friendship and under-
standing. Reid Hall has been 
thoroughly renovated during the 
past year, and has such modern, 
conveniences as r unning water 
in each room, and baths on 
each floor. An expert French by Eleanor Helm '50 I chef prepares delicious meals 
Complicated as it seems, the from fresh foods available in· 
system of elections at Wellesley France, and from other foods, 
has shown itself in previous years such as powdered milk, sent 
to be amazingly effective, accord- from America. 
ing to Elizabeth Burroughs '48, 
chairman of the elections com-
mittee. "The task of the present 
committee is principally to sim-
plify the system, making such 
improvements as are needed," 
she stated, "and above all to get 
out the vote." 
The r a tes for summer tran·-
sients will be approximately 
$4.50 per day for room, break-
fast an.d dinner. 
The Board of Di rectors of this 
non-profit organization is com-
posed of American college wom-
en. T he Chairman of the Board 
is Miss Virgin ia C. Gildersleeve, 
Dean Emeritus of Barnard Col-
lege, and the Vice-Chairman is 
Mrs. Ada Comstock Notestein, 
formerly President of Radcliffe 
College. 
NSA Plans Auto 
Tours, Culturale 
Sledding, Sleigh Rides, 
Square Dance, Formals 
Planned for Diversion 
Wellesley's famed "vi n t er 
weekend, which burst forth in 
all its glory for the first tirn 
last February, will have its sec-
ond airing tomorro-w as men arriv~ by snow shoe,' toboggan, 
and ice .floe to take part in 
Winter Carousel. 
Highlighted by a formal dance 
Saturday night, Winter Carou-
sel promises to pretend it's win-
ter if it isn' t, and to enjoy win-
~er, if jt is. Alum, converted 
rnto a wonderland of blue lights 
and iclicles, the gym a rollick-
ing circus tent, and Tower 
Court, as Tower Court, will 
h~m~e some n i n e-h u n d r e d 
r10tmg couples, who s w e a r 
to slip on the way to the dance 
even if it isn,'t icey. 
Colle_ge L~aves No Corner Quiet 
Friday 1s the official openin o-
day of the _three-day meet, with 
most dormitories holding buf-
fet suppers to introduce any 
gentlemen, callers · to the ri<Yors 
o~ W~llesley life. All sort; of 
dn~ers10ns have been planned for.· 
Friday _eyening, to keep even the 
most diligent from their books: 
open houses all over campus, so-
c1et-Y: house sleigh rides and 
part~es for members, and no ice 
c~rmval because of the condi-
tion of the lake. 
When Dolin had spok en of 
"the miniature Pavlova," Di-
aghilev had merely shuddered 
at the presumptuous title. Not 
until he saw the fourteen-year-
old Alicia dance at a party given 
by her first great teacher, Asta-
fieva, did he realize her possibili-
ties. At once he changed her 
name, L illian Alice Marks, to 
Markova, gave her a severe Rus-
sian hairdo, and watched her be-
come the greatest of the baller-
inas. As a child, she was hoping 
for a career in medicine, but at 
nine, weak a nkles led her to a 
ballet school and her real pro-
fession. 
After the death of Diaghilev, 
she once m ore met Dolin who 
asked her to appear as guest 
artist with his new company and 
for several years the group toured 
On the average, 900 girls out 
of 1600 vote for ma jor officers, B. 
B. believes, and almost as many 
for minor officer s. Of the non-
voters, 300 are probably freshmen 
who can not vote because U>1ey do 
not know the candidates. "This 
is not a bad average," she stated 
"due in large part to the pub~ 
licity efforts •of house presi~ents." 
Primaries Need Participation 
"Primaries are a different mat-
ter," she continued. "If only six 
or seven nom inations are made 
for a minor office, it is obvious 
that many capable candidates are 
being left out, that many groups 
in the class or in t.I:te organization 
are unrepresented. The purpose 
of primaries is wide representa-
tion in nominations," she ex-
plained, "and the lack of interest 
in our primaries is one of the 
worst defects of the system." 
Ruth Ferguson. '48 has an-
nounced tentative plans for NSA 
activities on the Wellesley cam-
pus. Projects to write letters 
to Congressmen urging them to 
continue their support of the 
cut-rate student ships which en-
able many American students to 
spend the summer a broad are 
afoot. A book, Study, Work and 
Travel Abr oad, summarizing all 
t he possibilities for American 
students, is being sold on cam-
pus for fifteen cents. A discus-
Reservations are already be- sion meeting is pl~nned, at 
ing made for the summer. Any- which NSA hopes to have speak-
one wishing to stay in Reid Hall ers from a hostel group, the Ex-
should write as soon as possible periment in International Living 
to Miss Dorothy F. Leet, Presi- . and those who have spent thei; 
dent, Reid Hall, 4' rue de Che- j junior year abroad. 
vreuse, Paris VI. ! An SA-sponsored "culturale" 
Ski movies in Pendleton, HaH 
at 7 :30 p.m. will bring the spirir 
of . "winter" to the campus, whe~ 
Winthrop Potter, president of 
the Appalachian Mountain Club 
sh?.ws his :films and discusse~ 
skung techniques. The "carou-
sel" atmosphere will be retained 
by a Squar e Dance in Alum 
from 8 to 12 p.m. Here one 
hundred.Jifty couples at fifty 
cen~s a couple can cavort to the 
calling of Al Smith and his 
troupe. 
(Continued on Page 11, Col. 3) 
College Editors 
Vie For Awards 
On Mademoiselle 
To the criticism that people 
forget to vote in the primaries 
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 1) 




the Red. Cross Middlebury College. Choir, art, 
dance, and drama groups from 
coming up in representative colleges will pre-
sent an exhibition demonstrating 
their--a.ctivities. There may be 
a committee formed including 
many of the groups on campus 
which will discuss ways and 
means of participation. 
Auto tours of New England 
It's your Red Cros •• Sup- for foreign students will be 
port it generously. run by NSA this summer. Both 
American and foreign stud nts 
will be in each car. Plans pro-
Red Cross regularly offers 
free educational cour ses open 
to a ll students. Veterans each 
year obt ain assistance through 
Red Cr oss Home Service of-
fices. 
Branwen Bailey, 1950, Nancy 
Truax, 1948, Penny Coppess, 
1949, Susi Dorntge, 1948, Bar-
bara Powell, 1950, Pat Coles, 
1950, Judith Wolpert, 1949, Bar-
bara Gerholz, 1950, Barbara A. 
Sutton, 1949, Patricia Pratt, 1950, 
Dorothy Karew, 1950, Corinne 
Katz, 1949, Martha B. Barton 
1948, recently accepted to mem-
bership on Mademoiselle1s 1947-48 
College Board, will be competing 
with over eight hundred col-
lege girls from forty-six states 
for the prize of a month's work 
in the New York offices of the 
Chinese P·rofessor Urges 
East-W est Understanding 
( Continued on Page•5, Col. 4) 
W.B.S. Broadca st 
Will Deal With 
NSA' s Problems 
magazine. 
This plum is awarded annually 
to the twenty Board members 
who excel in their Mademoiselle 
assignments during the year. 
Those twenty girls become 
Guest Editors of the banner 
August College issue of the 
magazine. They take active 
part, too, in a Jobs and Futures 
Conference custom-tailored to 
their own needs and interests 
and designed to supply them 
w ith a framework that will 
guide and prepare them for the 
careers for which they are best 
fitted. 
China and America have played 
almost equal roles in the life of 
Dr. Wing-Tsit Chan, Resident 
Scholar at ·Wellesley under the 
sponsorship of the May ling Soong 
Foundation. Now professor of 
Chinese Culture at Dartmouth 
College, fostering understanding 
between East and West, as ex-
emplified by Ohina and America, 
is uppermost in h.is mind. 
Dr. Chan was born in Canton, 
China, and educated in the home 
until he was sixteen. "Then an-
other boy and I, who had never 
before been more than ten miles 
from our homes, started out for 
an adventure to the British 
school in Hong Kong. We didn't 
know much about it, but we de-
cided to try it. - I found that the 
school discriminated against the 
Chinese, teaching mostly English 
Members of Mademoiselle's subjects, and mostly in English. 
College Board find that it offers and so I left." He enrolled in 
them numberless opportunities Lingnan University, which he 
for furthering their careers, both described' as "international, non-
through the regular -execution denominational, run by American 
of their assignments, and later, mi sionaries. There was a big 
through the contacts they make campus, with modern buildings. 
a Guest Editors, should they win It was almost as beautiful as 
the year-long trial and be in,- \iVeUesley," he added. 
vited to New York as Mlle's Dr. Chan came to America and 
guests for a month. studied at Harvard, receiving his 
Students submit three assign- Ph.D. after five years of working 
rnents each year in which they at night and in the summer ime, 
report on college activities and to send money home for the edu-
current cam pus trends. Any cation of his older sister. 
published material of cour e . Ledures At Hawaii 
recompensed. "I returned to my Alma Mater 
in 1930 as Dean. We had many 
courses in ·English, for the many 
American exchange students at 
Lingnan, and I organized a 
course in Chinese culture for 
their benefit." It was to give 
this course that Dr. Chan was 
invited to lecture at the Univer-
sity of Hawaii. After Pearl Har-
bor he decided to come to Amer-
ica, and the offer of the profes-
sorship at Dartmouth followed 
soon. 
It is through exchange of cul-
tural knowledge, Dr. Chan be-
lieves, ana therefore through ex-
change students, that "we make 
a real try for international un-
derstanding. Though formerly the 
A m e r i c an missionaries were 
sometimes not too understanding 
-they encouraged us not to go 
to the Chinese theatres, for in-
stance, because the plays were 
based on superstitions not ap-
oroved by Christianity-now they 
are, by and large, good, and the 
Chinese people are oriented to-
ward them." 
Chinese Dependence Influences 
View 
It is the fact that China de-
pends on America's strength 
which influences Dr. Chan's 
views of the present situation 
there. "One must choose be-
tween the Communists and the 
Nationalists," explained Dr. 
Chan. "The Nationalists are 
<Continued on Page 3, Col. 4) 
Problems of NSA organi-
zation o~ campus will be 
put befor~ the student body in 
a Senate meeting to be broad-, 
cast over W. B. S., Tuesday, 
February 24, at 7:30. 
Should NSA be an inde-
pendent organization on cam-
pus? Should it work through 
such present organziations as 
Forurr1, C. A., Service Fund, or 
C. "G.? If an independent or-
ganization, should the head of 
N. :s. A. hold a major office or 
should she simply be a member 
of Senate? 
One pr9posal, made by Kit 
Hoag '50, Wellesley delegate to 
NiSA is for an independent 
NSA which will work in 
close co-ordination with ·other 
college organizations so that 
there will be no oyer-lapping of 
activities. To facilitate joint 
efforts, Kit proposes that t e 
head of NSA be a mem r 
of the Cabin,et of officers. _ SA 
should, howev~r. be an open 
organization with the only 
requisite for membership being 
the desire to work for National 
Student projects. 
All suggestions for NSA 
organization on the \Vellesley 
campus should be reforred to 
Kit Hoag or Ruth Ferguson 
'48. 
Skate in the Outdoor 
Fells Playfield Rink Rock 
Ridge Rink, and H~nneweU 
Rink, lighted ponds for out-
door -skating, can accommoda e 
anyone who feels obsessed by 
the desire to skate Friday night 
Specific directions for finding 
any of these places appear on a 
wall in, Founder Hall. 
Observatory Hill will feel the 
impact of tiny skis Saturday 
afternoon as amateurs and ex-
perts gather at 2 :00 p.m. fol' 
races, competitions, and recrea-
ti~m. If the snow is right, there 
will be toboggans available at 
the Recreation Building for those 
wh~ have sturdy ski suits, and 
a pile of snow at the bottom of 
Observatory Hill for those who 
feel . artistic enough to sculpt. 
All Sorts of Jl'rio Planned 
. Out to The Meadows, to the 
Abner Wheeler House, to al 
(Continued on Page 9, Col. 2) 
Beginning- on February 20, I 
rian to be at home to any 
member of the College who 
will come to see me at tea, 
between four and six o'clock, 
on Fridays until spring va~a­
tion. The on1y exception will 
be on March 19 when we have 
a meeting of the Board of 
Trustees. -
I shall suggest spedal day 
for seniors in the different 
housing groups, but I hope 
they will not hesitate to come 
on other days if ·the one I sug-
gest is inconvenient, and I 
hope the spe<:ial inl-itation to 
seniors will not di courage 
other students or member of 
the faculty or staff from com-
ing. 
The Fi.Ind has taken me away 
from the College so much thi 
year that I feel woefully un-
acquainted with the life of the 
College. \Vill you publicize 
these dates when I ,vm be at 
home so that I may have · the 
pleasure of entertaining many 
members of the College at 
t he President's House? 
Very cordially yours, 
Mildred McA. Horton 
.2 
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THE THING 
Ana Danforth '5'1 
Sa lly Otis '51 
To be let in behind the closed door of the 
faculty at ease was an experience in itself. 
But to discover a facult of talent in other 
than academic pursuits was a major revela-
tion. 
We roared at their antics, we basked i-n 
their artistry, and wondered at the new 
world of the faculty in another world. We 
are grateful for their effort, and> we con-
gratulate them on a Faculty Show wn ich 
was unprecedented in surpassing all hyper-
bolic previews. Most of all , we admire them 
for their good-humored renunciation of all 
inhibitions-and their ability to laugh at 
themselves. 
SANITY: 
wagon. This is one of the most interesting I 
analyses of the Russian situation. I 
Wine is a prominent victim in the attack. I 
It speaks of an International News Photo 1 
showing several large tubs of fermenting fl 
grapes. In them, up to their waists, are 
two wine pressers of Dijon, Franc€. Says I 
the Clipsheet, "Yes, we said up to their I 
waists. Yes, we said they were nude. In I 
fact they were naked ! The next time you 
drink wine, forget the radio ~dvertisements. 
Remember the two men in the wine tub, and 
you'·U say 'Make mine milk'." P€rhaps these 
\Vine pressers were inspired for their dip 'by 
a picture of Rita Hayworth in her milk bath. 
N ews does nDt advocate drunkenness. 
However, we find it hard to believe that 
every time a girl takes a glass of beer, she 
runs the danger of being seduced by nine 
men, as the Clipshee.t implies. There should 
be some appeal to sanity. 
We cite the example of Finch Junior Col-
lege administrators who wisely decided to 
serve beer at school dances rather than have 
students leave during the evening for 
local bistros. So far there have been no ier-
rible crimes committed. If anything, there 
is less acid indigestion from canned-fruit 
punches. 
This may be taken as an example of liberal 
education in action, the approach which 
places a little faith in the discretion of the 
individual. 
BARNES BILL 
One of "seven bills that endanger your 
civil liberties" is the Civil Liberties Union of 
Massachusetts' characterization of the 
Barnes Bill on Education, H 220 in th€ Com-
mittee on Education of the Massachusetts 
legislature. 
Now the subject of hearings in which 
Mildred McAfee Horton recently testified, 
this bill is designed to prevent Communists 
from holding any position in any school in 
Massachusetts. It declares : 
"No person w ho is a m ember of the Com-
munist Party 01· w ho by speech or in writing 
adv ocates its doctrines, or who by speech or 
in writing advocates the over throw by force, 
violence, or other unlawful a.nd unconstitii-
tional means of the government of the United 
States 01· of this Com monwealth, shall be 
employed as a' teacher or otherwise in ·arl/g 
university, college, or school, public 01· 
private, or in any position in the educational 
system of the Comm onwealth or of any 
city, town, superintendency union or county. 
"Violation of the preceding by any public 
officer or by any person acting for an em-
ployer, or by any person accepting employ-
ment in violation of the preceding section, 
shall b e~ punished by a fine of not more than 
ten thousand dollars or by imprisonment for 
not inore than one year, or both. 
Attorney-General Clarence Barnes filed 
the bill in the legi slature January 7. Since 
then, leading educators in Ma sachusetts, 
representatives of colleges and universities, 
and members of the National Student Asso-
ciation, have testified for .and against the 
proposed legislation. 
As r eported by the New York Tirnes, Mrs. 
Horton opposed the bill because it "would be 
ponderously hard to administrate," while 
President James B. Conant of Harvard Uni-
versity will not support such an infringe-
ment on educational freedom. 
The Civil Liberties Union feels that since 
few teachers can afford to risk prosecution, 
the Barnes Bill will cause "widespread in-
t imidatfon and fear / ' while people unwilling 
to · submit to such thought control will · be 
Let us have beer on tap at the Well, i;ham- driven from the teaching profession. 
pagne at Senior Prom. The W. C. T. U. has "The objectionable nature of this bill is 
launched a campaign to dry up Miami. 
Carrie Nation Day is just around the corner. due not to its specific wording or provisions, 
L€t us maintain stability. Let us preserve a but to its basic character. The purpose of 
sense of humor. the Barnes Bi_ll is to dictate the private be-
The Board of Temperance of the Metho- liefs and activities of teachers outside the 
dist Church publishes a weekly Clipsheet. classroom anq to conduct purges on the basis 
Featuring interesting-facts about the sub- of such beliefs and activities" declares ·the 
sequent evils of "that first glass," it manages union. 
to connect crime, sex and murder with liquor. On the other hand, many people favor the 
Even domestic troubles find their cause in principl€ of such a bill and believe that 
a bottle of beer. If a man throw a coffee Communists should be prevented from in-
pot at his wife it is usually the result of a I doctrinating the youth of America. Although 
glass of Pabst the night before. Students for Democratic Action believe that 
The Clipsheet speaks out on the foreign those ·who advocate the violent overthrow of 
situation. It says " Vodka Puts J oe Stalin the United Sta tes government should be 
on Wagon," quoting a W. C. T. U. worker of eliminated from the school system, they hold 
Port Huron as maintaining' that on t he ad- tha t thi bill would serve rather to purge 
Yice of his physician, Stalin i: on the water the chool sy tern of liberal educators. 
AKX Bridge 
Dear Editor, 
In a nticipation of que.stions 
which may ..arise about the pub-
licity of Alpha Kappa Chi So-
ciety concerning a bridge party 
to be- held for the student •body 
at large, for which admission 
will be charged, I should like 
to make clear to the college the 
Senate's reasons for granting 
the Society permission for this 
activity. This permission. was 
given as a special exception to 
the College Government policy, 
which is that either a grant 
complishes nothing except its 
psychological effect on. both t he 
student and the instructor. 
The faculty makes the gesture 
of trusting our judgement in 
allowing us to leave the exam 
when we are through. Why 
then is this gesture invalidated 
so •effectively by a practice 
which has no constructive ef -
fect on the ultimate results ob-
tained ? 
Audrey Stewar t '49 
Mary Steinnmann. '.49 
Care 
from the .Student Activity Fee Dear E ditor : · 
or personal solicitation of mem- I have become more and more 
bers of the organization shall con.cerned lately about the small 
be the only source of financing amount that Wellesley does dur- . 
organization.s, with special res- ing the year in . t he way of re~ 
ervations for all-college publica- lief for foreign countries, es-
tions. pecially when we' know that 
AKX R avaged b y War t the need continues to be tre-
T he Alpha Kappa Ch i Society mendo us. Our Service Fund 
ho.use was used by the college drive goes off beautifully in the 
dyring tQ.e war as the Well, fall but after that, except for 
since Alumnae Hall was the such things as the box at the 
mess hall for the Navy Supply El Table for books and clothing, 
School. Although the college we discontin.ue our efforts. 
undertook to put the house back Meanwhile, colleges all over the 
in condition when it r eturned country are undertaking such 
it to the Society, the Jack of ambitivus plans as "adopting" 
general upkeep usually carried European universities and send-
on by a Society throughout the ing books, clothing and money 
year took its toll on the con.di- each month, in addition, to their 
tion of the house. More signi- big budget drives . To partially 
fl.cant, it was Jess -possible for remedy this situation Caz has.. 
AKX to turn out enthusiast ic undertaken a relief proj~t 
alumn ae during the years in which has been highly succes -
which it was sharing the second ful. We merely have a large 
floor of Shakespeare, so that jar in our main hall into which 
its alumnae support a t pr esen t we drop the pennies and nickel 
is less strong t han usual. For and dimes we can spare, and 
the same reason, its prestige on when we have $10 we send off 
campus has been somewhat in- a CARE food package to a n 
jured, so that the members are organization in Greece which is 
an.xious to strengthen their re- feeding refugee children. Be-
lationship to the college com- cause we have a Greek girl · i n 
munity. our house who has worked for 
this group, we have a personal 
· For these reasons the Senate and direct contact, which in-
felt that Alpha Kappa Chi So- creases our interests. 
ciety is now undergoing the 
long-range effects of the war The amazing things about this 
adjustments, and deserves q project are its simplicity and 
special opportunity to reestab- its success. In the past mon,th 
lish it self. It is our hope that we have raised $60-six CARE 
th e effort may prove successful. packages, and the whole thing 
has been entirely on a volun-
Nancy Bart ram '48 tary basis. No one feels com-
Gripe 
Dear Editor, 
On wha t basis does the fac-
ulty justify its practice of not-
ing on the exam book t he time 
a student leaves her examina-
tion? 
The student is forced to feel 
that leaving early will be held 
against her if her exam is not 
good. Yet she knows- herself 
that she has done all she is 
capable of doing. Why should 
the time required for writing 
an exam have a necessary ef-
fect on the quality of the exam 
or on the mark received? 
Pressure on S tuden t 
pelled to give, but e verybody, in-
cluding boys coming in the house 
for da tes, does. 
I sugges t that each house on 
campus seriously consider doing . 
t he same thing. We merely 
had a house meeting at which 
we discussed the thin.g, and 
then began. Mrs. Gale or I 
will be glad to supply names 
and addresses of people to send 
them to . The whole t hing i 
so simple, and yet so qesperate-
ly needed, that it seems almos t 
a crime not to do it. Certainly 
we can share a little o f our 
abundance. 
Sincerely, 
Ruth Ferguson '48 
This practice puts pressure -on Orchids 
the student to remain in the ex- Dear Editor: 
amination room until the 1bell Mr. Douglass Pai.ge of the 
rings . This contributes nothing Department of English is doing 
to the value of 'her €xam, and a superb job in the teaching 
may annoy others around her of 308, the Modern Novel. He 
since she will naturally be rest- . delivers the most integrated, 
less and impatient. Abo, it moving, forceful, well-planned 
wastes her time which could lectures I have ever heard. This 
more profitably be S(l€nt in is not only my o pinion but tha t 
studying for anothe-r exam. of almost every member of the 
Accomplishes No.thing class. I hesitate t o say "every," 
If the faculty is not intending since I have not tabulated a ll 
to use the notation of time their views. Rather than seem-
against the student, why is this ing bored with his subj~t. Mr. 
p ractice maintained? It ac- (Continued cm Page 4, Col . 5) 
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Cubby's Cartoons · Conquer Campu.s 
Blanche Yurka Interprets Drama; 
Barn Sponsors Prominent Actress 
Artist Will Portray 
Shakespeare and Ibsen 
Alumnae Discuss 
75th Plans, Hear 
Student Program 
In its annual meeting between 
semesters for the discussion of 
Blanche Yurka, star of stage questions pertinent to the col-
and screen, will i:n-esen.t "The lege and alumnae, the Wellesley 
Arc of the Theatr~" February Alumnae Council this year cen-
Z7 under the auspices of Barn- tered around the 75th Anniver-
swallows theater workshop, the sary Fund Campaign. 
Department of Greek and the Mrs. Joy Scheidenhelm Tay-
Department of Speech. Recently !or '24, president of the Alumnae 
returned from a tour Olf the Man- Association, presided at the 
hattan critics' prize play All My meeting. Principal ~peakers 
Son,s, Miss Yurka will give were P.resident Horton and Mr. 
scenes from Ij;)sen, Shakespeare, Clarence B. Randall of Chicago, 
and Greek drama. vice-president of Inland Steel 
Called a "one woman theater," and a trustee of the college, 
'Miss Yurka · has played Ibsen who addressed the group on the 
roles more often than anl)'one topic, "Why Support a Woman's 
on the contemporary stage. She College." Programs were also 
played Queen Gertrude in a presented by students, faculty, 
John Barrymore production of Bll\Jlche Yurka and administrative officers to 
·Hamlet and was the first nar- bring the alumnae information 
rator in Katharine Cornell's on current college life. 
Lucrece. A , Cle\ eland critic Cabaret Spirit Since the council always meets 
called her "an actress in the during college vacations, repre-
classic mould, with great power, Permeates bance sentatives have felt in previous 
authority and flexibility." She years that they failed to get 
has played a wide variety of "The Valentine Dance at the student point of view. Nan-ro~es, in.eluding such cla.ssic cy Bartram '48, president of 
parts as Lysistrata, Electra, Alum was as uccessful as hoped College Government, stated that 
Jocasta in Oedipus Rex, the -even more so," said ancy the object of the student pro-
nurse in Romeo and Juliet and Stearns '41, social chairman of gram at the council meeting was 
Hedda jn Ibsen's Hedda Gabler. the dance,. which was sponsored eloser contact between students 
Mis Yurka originally planned by the Boston Junior Wellesley and alumnae. 
a career on the operatic stage, "Preparation for Commence-
but abandoned it without rE:gret Club for the 75th Anniversary ment" was the theme of the 
when convinced that he-r tal2nts Fund Campaign. panel discussion presented Sun-
lay in, other directions. A stage Four hundred couples danced day evening by campus leaders. 
star brought her to the atten- to the music of Ken ·Reeve • or- The aim was to show how Wel-
tion of David Belasco, who spon- chestra in a red white and sil- lesley's extra-curricular activi-
. • ' ties give practical train.ing to 
ored 'her entry into the stage Iver setting. Tables for four supplement the theories of the 
ranks. Since then she has been skirted the dance floor, provid- academic side of college life. 
referred to as "one of those ina a cabaret atmosphere and Val Roemer '48 covered Forum 
0 
. • ' ·and NSA; Ann Robinson '48 
stalwarts of the acting world en.tertarnment was rn the form ·poke on Barn Choir Orches-
whose reputation rests on solid of exhibition ballroom danc_ing tra and Dane~ Group; Nancy 
bedrock.'.> by a couple from the Baptiste Kent '48 discussed CA and Serv-
Film audiences will remember Schoo 1. Refre hments were ice Fund; Marian Roth '48, col-
punch, cake, and ice-cream. lege publications; and Martta her performance as Madame De-
farge, the embittered revolution-
ary who never dropped a stitch 
as she watched the guillotine 
chop aristocratic heads in A 
Tale of Two Cities. Student 
tickets for her Wellesley per-
formance are fifty cents; guest 
tickets are one dollar. 
In addition to this . fund-rais-
ing dance, the Boston Junior 
Wellesley Club has worked as 
a unit with the Senior Club·· in 
support of the 75th Anniversary 
Fund, spon oring the Wellesley 
compacts, calendars and play-
ing cards. 
Coppess '49, WBS. 
During the four days of the 
meeting, councillors lived in stu-
den • ro.oms at Cl a.fl in, Sever-
ance, and Tower Court. Mrs. 
Harry S. Wagner, Mrs. Corne-
lius B. Comegys, and Mrs. Phil-
lip McH. Wygant, heads of these 
dormitories, served as hostesses 
to the alumnae. 
Canines Set Pace In Recognizing 
Merits Of Cubby's Cartoon Book 
by Fern Schoonmaker '49 
Wellesley faculty, Boston business wives-even dogs-are 
registering reactions to Cubby's cartoon book Intellectual Curio· 
sity, now on sale for the 75th. 
"I was very flattered to see '.l3:40' tacked up in Mr. Law-
rence's office when I went in last year," said Cubby Lyons. "But 
it was a little disgruntling to see the thing staring down at me when 
I was trying to carry on a discussion on a high intellectual plane." 
Recently an artistic Bostonian who entertained Cubby said 
"My dear, how very interesting your work is. You draw in tri~ 
angles, don't you?" C~bby had to admit that she did, though she 
had never thought of it before. 
· Dogs Spurn the Dry 
"My dogs can't stand the cartoons when. they get dry," Cubby 
remarked. "Usually they take one sniff at them and then turn 
CHAN 
(Continued from Page 1) 
really corrupt and selfish. But 
I would choose them for this 
reason: most of the Chinese tal-
ents and abilities are still with 
the Nationalist party. The 
Communists have good ideas, and 
we will need them, but they have 
no financiers, no engineers. And 
the hope for Chinese develop-
ment lie in the U. S., which 
favors the Nationalists. 
''If Russia and the United 
States could come to some agree-
ment about the world," Dr. Ohan 
continued, "the problem of China 
would be erased." The only hope 
is economic aid to China from 
the United States. "I di agree 
with Mr. Marshall in one way," 
he declared. "It is not relief the 
Chinese people need, but recon-
s-truction." This, he believes, 
would change the entire picture. 
away. Just once they got hold 
of one while the ink was still 
wet and licked at it as though 
it were really ve·ry tasty. 
"One of the big problems," Cub· 
by explained, "is to know 
whether to let people read 
things into the cartoons. Every-
body thinks 'Pendleton, 4:40' is 
Mr. Procter and I really didn't 
mean it to be. There were a 
few hard moments just after 
I drew 'Alcoholics' bee a use I 
wasn't quite sure how it would 
be interpreted." 
Although there are plans to 
sell . I ntellectual Curiosity in 
other college towns and under 
the auspices of Wellesley Clubs 
in various parts of the country, 
Cubby is trying to keep it 
"mum" in her home town. Dif-
ficulties arise, however, since 
her father, who was influential 
in securing Dahl's picture-pref-
ace to the book, proudly in-
sists on sending copies to all 
the family relatives and friends. 
since both the Communists and Find Normality Impossible 
the Nationalists are counting on Cubby is always being ac-
thc economic weakness of the costed by someone who has "A 
country to quicken their victory. wonderful idea for a cartoon.." 
Dr. Chan diagnosed the trouble Nine chances out of ten the 
with· America as "swinging in idea demands normal people 
opinions too much. Three years which Cubby insists she just 
ago Rus ia could do no wrong, "cannot draw." 
and General Chiang Kai - Shek Somehow she cannot follow 
was the greatest statesman that the artist's success secret. "Al-
ever lived. Now neither of them though Comp courses are always 
oan ~ do an.vthirg right . . To be · insisting that you've got to 'live 
reali tic about it they were not I with Y0 1:1r cha~acter~,' I refuse 
' to assoClate with mme," Cubby 
so good then, and they are not declared. 
so bad now! And the way to 
combat the influences of both is 
with democracy, and with food!" 
Intellectual Ciiriosity is now 
being sold at the Information 
desk for eventy-five cents. 
%0/tl Suat'efs ~~~~~~!---~:: 
RCA Victor's rising star of the keyboard 
- Larry Green - scores another hit ••• 





WITHIN the past few months, Larry Green has climbed right up with the top bands of the land! 
If you ask Larry how he did it, he'll light .up a Camel 
and say: "Experience is the best teacher in the band 
business - and in cigarettes. I know from experience that 
sweet music suits my band, just as I learned from experi-
ence that Camels suit my 'T-Zone' to a 'T'!" 
Try Camels! Discover for yourself why, with smokers 
who have tried and compared, Camels are the "choice 
of experience"! 
And here's another great rec~rd-




Hoping to capture an elusive 
"breath of Bermuda," Wellesley 
students who have placed a visit 
to the island on their spring va-
cation agenda attended the show-: 
iing of three movies on Bermuda 
which were exhibited February 
13 at an afternoon tea sponsored 
by the Wellesley Travel Service. 
Encouraged by reports of the 
girls who visited Bermuda last 
year, three students have decided 
to organize tours on behalf of 
various travel agencies this year. 
Teddy Looney '48, Sally Powell 
'48, and Evie Sewell '50, repre-
senting the Wellesley Travel 
Service, Basset Tours, and Marsh 
Tours, respectively, all expressed 
the hope that the movies would 
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Student, Faculty, and Alumna·- Submit 
Varied Views On Wallace E~ito~ial · · .. 
Alumna Gives Praise 
Dear Edi tor: 
Your gentle warning, directed 
at campus liberals, not to be 
swayed by the "glamour" of 
Wallace's third party was well 
done. Congratulations! 
I suppose Wallace's main ap-
peal is based upon the rather 
questionable claim that the 
third party will be a big boy 
by '52 and ready to do marvel-
ous things for America. 
I Faculty Air Opinions Sophomore Disapp~oves 
by Winnie So1'g '50 Dear Editor: 
With the 1948 Presidential Probably yo-ur choice of vot-
election rapidly approaching, ing as topic .of your leading edi-
News has investigated the opin- torial .on. January 22 was a 
ions of several faculty members wise one. The views . included 
on the significance of Mr. Wal- and the n anner in which they 
lace's enterprise and his chances are expressed, 'howeveF, indicate. 
for success. that you do not seem_ to under-
Miss M. Margaret Ball of the stand the purpose of the present 
Department of Political Science third par ty supporting-. Wallace. 
believes that " Wallace's heart Primarily, it is h9ped, third par- · 
is probably in the right place. ty vot~s , ~·n .,Qe pr9tes,t.~ v<2tes 
but that ·he lacks stability and again t the Truman-Marshall 
consistent direction." foreign policy and any entirely 
Wallace Lacks L&.bor Su;!port I Republican foreign policy which 
Hathaway Show 
Offers Sketclies 
By Mrs. Wheeler 
by Gee Gee Matthewson '51 
Similar to the tale of the Man-
ha ttanite who has never been out 
to the Statue of Liberty is the 
story of the Wellesley student 
who has never taken advantage 
of the art displays offered at 
Hathaway House. While some do 
browse around Hathaway sec-
ond floor, we believe that many 
are oblivious to the works in 
charcoal, oils, and water colors 
which from time to time are 
open to inspection by the public. 
help persuade Wellesley girls to 
,. -- ":find their p~ace i~ the Bermuda 
Lure Votes - from Democrats 
This reasoning conveniently 
overlooks the fact that in '48 
the third party will work to 
lure votes away from the Dem-
ocrats and, perhaps, guarantee 
the election of a Republican 
In connection with th1> third would be more unhappy, if an,y-
party however IVIiss Louise thing, to liberals who 'fear Amer-
Over~cker, also' of the Depart- ica's belligerent attitude toward 
ment of Political Science is the USSR. An obvious oversight 
convinced that Wallace's c~ndi- made by Democrats and Repub-
dacy on a third party ticket at Jicans, and even most Labor 
this time is a mistake-. "I am leaders, whom the Progressive 
not against a third party in Ci~izens of America,. Wallace's 
principle," she said. "However, chief sponsors, had vamly count-
when we have one it must have ed on, is that they consider con-
the support of Labor Unions, ~emporary domestic. affairs more 
which Wallace does not have." important than foreign. ones; ac-
. A.t present, l:latlla.way. is pre-
senting a display by Frances 
Wheeler, one of the lesser ~nown 
artists who reeently beg~n paint-
ing in her adult . years. Mrs. 
Wheeler, a Southerner by birth, 
has canvases done in gouacbe on 
display, many of which reflect 
her residence in Washin~ton, D. 
C. The sketches of Haines' 
P-0in t, the duck pond in Rock 
Creek Park, and the , cherry blos-
soms will be of special interest 
to Wellesleyites from the capital 
city. 
sun." president. 
Stressing the romanticism and The Wallace-Hes, who still in-
beauty of the island from the I explicably claim to be "liberal," 
viewpoint of both its inhabitants might answer, "So what? 'Dhe 
. . . . Democrats and the Republicans 
and v1s1tlng tourists, the three are a 1 i k e as Tweedle-dum 
movies contained descriptive and Tweedle-dee when it..--comes 
scenes of Bermuda's local color to foreign policy." But are 
and widely varied sporting activi- they? 
ties. Pirate lore of old Bermuda GOP Hasn't Grasped ERP 
Follow the accounts of the 
Congressional hearin.gs on the 
ERP and you'll ee that the 
GOP hasn't yet grasped the 
necessity of widespread foreign 
reconstruction. 
This might leave Wallace's 
followers unmoved because tt\eY 
a deep-sea diver's helmet, only conceive of the ERP narrowly 
t hat "everyone must see Ber- in terms of a gigantic defense 
served as a background for pre-
sent day scenes of sailing, riding, 
swimming, fishing, and even deep-
sea diving. Teddy, Sally, and 
Evie do not necessarily advise 
that one must see Bermuda from 
muda." 
Tailor • Cleanser • Furrier 
MORR.IS 
pact against Russia. But per-
baps they ought to lower their 
gun sights and realize that the 
ERP is indivisibly tied to 
American. prosperity. . 
''Sixty million jobs," Mr. Wal-
All work done on the premises lace chanted not so long ago. 
45 Central St. WEL. 3"427 Well, we'll get them and more 
if international trade is given 
<Conttnued on Page 6, Col. 5) Free Call 'and Delivery Service 
HARVARD SUMMER SCHOOL 
OF ARTS, SCIENCES, AND EDUCATION 
June 28, to August 21, 1948 
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Vetercms may enroll under G. I. Bill 
Dormitory Accommodations and Cafeteria Service 
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Bracelets, necklaces,earrings and pins 
at an amazingly low 
$1. each 
plus 20';/0 tax 
Graceful shell design on gold or silver colored metal-
perfect foil for your new spring sui1s-a bright touch for 
your winter weary wardrobe. 
FILENE'S IN WELLESLEY 
Because of this, she thinks tually, it is difficult to separate 
that he has no chance in '48 them, but to concentrate on tax 
and has jeopardized the chance~ reduction while plans for Eu-
of an effective Labor party in ropean aid are not made and 
'52. "The new party as it enacted is hardly admirable for 
stands now" she stated "will Congress to indulge in and the 
only cause 'even more difficulty public to support. 
amon.g Labor Unions." False Front 
As far as Wallace himself A second objective of the Pro-
is concerned, Miss Overacker is gressives is to indicate to a 
opposed to his candidacy in '48 Un.ited States which does not 
because of his refusal to suppo~ really want. to .be shown that 
the Marshall Plan. there ar~ several million ration-
Republicans May Elect Anyone al people Jiving here who are 
The primary danger of the not Communist party members, 
third party, maintained Mr. Hen- not even "fellow travelers," yet 
ry F . Schwarz, of the Depart~ who are not entirely bitter, nar-
ment of History is that, consti- row, and dull in respect to their 
tuting as it does a split in the f~elings toward Russian policies. 
Democratic party, it may make These last attitudes characterize 
the Republicans feel they can most Americans, and even the 
elect anyone they choose. government they support. We all 
In this con. n e ct ion, Mr. fear Russia to some degree, but 
Schwarz cited the difference be- more to ' be feared is our own 
tween England's present Labor fear and the false "big boy" front 
party and Wallace's enterprise we are now putting on, which 
as being of fundamental im- is actually a mask on a fright-
portance. "In England, the ened child: 
Labor party, growing up over 
a period of time, gradually 
blotted out the weaker Liber-
als; here, the third party is 
merely drawing away from the 
Democrats nd wilt otizy lgerve 
to insure a period of Republi-
can domination." 
Disagree With Foreign Policy 
Referring to Wallace's foreign 
policy, Mr. Schwarz said that 
he is in disagreement-particu-
larly with his stand on Russia 
and on the Marshall Plan. "With 
all its faults," he stated, "the 
Marshall Plan is still the only 
constructive measure with any 
hope in it ·at" all. You can 
shout amity and peace until 
(Continued on Page 9, Col. 4) 
The third objective is to elect 
as many libera,ls to Congress as 
possible. Where Democrats or 
Republicans support a liberal, 
Progress\ves will not hesitate to 
add their support. . In other 
districts, the.y will feel compelled 
to support their own candidate. 
Obvi0usly, Henry Wallace will 
him elf receive few popular 
votes; probably no elect-0ral 
votes at all. Do not think that 
the PCA or Wallace did not 
consider the possibility . of de-
tracting from. Truman's chances 
::igainst whatever f:lepublican 
runs in November. _ The voting 
wtll doub tless not be ' ' close 
enough, to make a noticeable 
difference. .Even more . impor-
tant: there is no longer the dis-
tinct difference between the two 
le·ading parties that was once so 
vital. There are liberal and 
conseryative elements of both. 
Any differences are purely po-
litical and deliberately trumped 
up. 
Editm·fal Undemocratic 
It is difficult - to discover how 
such. an editorial as yours could 
have appeared in News; it is 
neither democratic nor tactful. 
I can compare it only with the 
sentence in Section VII of Col-
lege Administration regulations 
of the gray book which reads: 
<Continued on Page 8, Col. 5) 
Mrs. Wheeler's works are of 
particular interest to citizens of 
Wellesley, for her sister-in-law, 
Miss Hetty Wheeler, is dean of 
Pine Manor Junior College. But, 
aside from her local connections, 
this exhibit by Frances Wheeler 
should be seen, for it is · the work 
of a promising · contemporary 
painter who may someday be-
come well known in artistic 
circles. 
Music played in the Cambridge 
style will come to Wellesley when 
the Harvard Band presents a 
e-0ncert on Friday evening, Feb-
ruary 29, at the Senior High 
School auditorium. The director 
of this one hundred~and-ten-piece 
band is Malcolm ·H. ·Holmes, a 
native of Wellesley and former 
member of the Wellesley College 
faculty. While at the college, Mr. 
Holmes managed the concert 
series, conducted the orchestra, 
and directed chamben music. 
Tickets for the · performance, 
which begins at 8 :15 p. m., are 
$1.20, and may be obtained at E. 
A. Davis' and the First National 
Store in Wellesley. 
With the completio,n of the new 
Filene's, Wellesley will count 
another gleaming, modernized 
store in its midst; Renovations 
have been going on for weeks, 
while patrons wandered among 
the remodeling crews in search of 
missing merchandise. But all such 
inconveniences will be forgotten, 
hopes the management, when the 
original decorative theme and 
new fixtures are finally unveiled. 
The modern display windows 
were recently exhibited, but the 
grand opening of Filene's with 
its face lifted will not be for two 
weeks. .., : 
To The Ed·itors 
(Continiied from Page Two> 
Paige gives the appearance of 
oeing in.tensely interested. The 
subject of his lectures is vital. 
He offers interesting illustra-
tions and his material has a 
freshness no t found in those lec-
tures which have been delivered 
almost unchanged year after 
year. . 
I had not planned a eulogy. 
This is just to show my ap-
preciation as well as that of 
many fellow majors of a fine 
teacher and in piring ledurer. 
We need more Mr. Paiges. 
A Senior 
rFor the Winter Carousel 
may we suggest a host of lovely corstrges? 
Garde.nias, orchids, camellias, roses - and 
many others, at moderate prices, from 
.IN WtLLt:SLEY 
UONARD•fUNCH• 37 GROVE t•PHONE WELLESLEY 5°1025 °1
1
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Chairman of Election Committee 
Explains The Transferable Vote 
CA Reps Attend 
Toint Conference 
jHudson Sh~re Labor School Will 
Provide Positions For Students 
Called at Vassar Hudson Shore Labor School recently announced six openings (Continued from pq,ge 1) est, ability and a fresher point of as undergraduate assistants for college students interested in 
because nominations must be view." . . workers' education. . 
made in the depths of Green in Selections for Vill Junior are · Con.s.idermg ~o~mo~ prooi~ms I Those accepted will attend classes with, share the dormitory 
the c. G. office, B. B. replies that made by a committee headed by of their organizations functions life of, and participate in extra-curricular activities with workers 
little better results were obtained Ducky Honiss '48, which bases its 0:n? methods •. o~cers of the r~- from industry, agriculture and the service occupations. As as-
when the primaries were con- selections on the open-nomination hgious assoc~ations of the bi,g ____, · I sis tan ts, they will carry .some 
ducted one year by the index cards, now provided in all the seve~ womens and seven mens NSA responsibilities, on an elemen-
board. However, holding elec- houses; but the final choice is coll~0es met at Vassar Coll~ge , tary level, for aiding the faculty 
ions in the houses has proved made by the committee. Even F.ebr~ary 6 through 8 at the m- (Continued f r ont Page One) · but will not teach. In general 
more effective. "Perhaps holding House-Presidents, nominated and ~;;a~~:r~~. th~~~~~~~tfnogm1We~: vide that colleges en route will they study wor~ers' education 
primaries there as well might be elected by the house, are not lesley were Cubby Lyons ,48, play host, and, if Wellesley de- methods, programs and current 
an improvement," admitted B. B. completely free from supervision, senior Vice-president of C. A., cides to take part, a committee developments. 
Single-Transferable Vote for the "final choices must be ap- and Bunny Ham •4$. will be formed to receive the Union Worker Atten<l 
At present, one of the least proved by the Senate. Four business meetings were group and show them points In past years Wellesley has 
understood and most effective Pointing lnstruC'tion Suggest.ed held in which each college pre- <if interest .in the surrounding . been well-represented in ttie 
parts of the system, according to The problem of girls "inherit- sented its Christian Association area. spring student-worker weekends 
B . B., is the single transferable ing" offices from previously hold- constitution and problems, fol- To help colleges with organ~- held by the school. Alma Mas-
vote, whereby the winning can- ing other offices has been con- lowed by open discussion. Presi- zational or social problems, trangelo '48, who was selected 
dictate always gains a majority sidered thoroughly by C. G. Jean dent Sarah Blanding of Vassar NSA has issued questionnaires for the job last year, expressed 
without making necessary a sec- Archibald '50, chairman of point- spoke to the group at dinner to obtain information on how the hope that simifar interest 
ond · ·election. "Even the freshmen ing, has an idea for a collective and invited them to tea. "She such problems _ are treated on would be shown in 1948. 
now know how the vote is taken pointing system whereby no girl seemed personally interested in different campuses. A question- An independent educational 
j n order of choice for each of the can hold more than a certain us and in what we were doi·ng," naire on relief techniques has . . . 1 h 1 b institution., t e sc oo cooperates hree candidates. But few real- number of points through her Cubby said. een filled out by Service Fund. with the labor movement and 
jze how this vote is counted." first three years in college. In "While there are differences Other questionnaires concern other workers' education agen-
Votes are first tabulated ac- senior y~ar, past points would in the way the religious organi- discrimination and cost of living. cies, and is governed by a Board 
cording to the first choices of the be cancelled. "This is merely a zations are set up, their size, Those who would like to help of Trustees composed of edu-
voters and the last-running can- very teJ:)tative idea," Archie em- and function,s," Bunny said, "the on these surveys should see cators, former faculty, and stu-
didate is eliminated. Then the phasized, "and it obviously has amazing thing is that all the Ruth Ferguson in Cazenove. dents and representatives of or-
votes for this losing candidate are many drawbacks. A capable girl 11 h h "Ferg" also announces that d h ld t b f b'dd b 1 t co eges ave t e same prob- 30,000 letters ha\ie been recei·ved ganize labor and the general r edivided among the first and s ou no e or 1 en Y as lems." Mount Holyoke, for ex- public. Workers who attend the 
second-running candidates, ac- -year's points to run for this ample, has a federation of by t~e State Department from school come from AFL, CIO and 
cording to the second choices in- year's office." • faiths unlike Wellesley's non- Ger;an, Austrian, and Belgian independent unions as well as 
dicated on the ballots. They are The pointing system has been sectarian group. "Other differ- stu ents who want to correspond from unorganized shops and in-
included in the candidates' totals considerably revised in the past ences arose in the way the or- with American students. She dustries. 
equal to the first-choice votes year. "This," affirmed Archie, ganizations function, whether will be glad to give names to 
originally granted the candi- "is in accordance with the pur- through worship, discussion4 or anyone who wishes to write. dates. The candidate with the pose of the pointing system; to Bible study," she added. "The 
Emphasize Practicality 
"Learning by doing" is em-
phasized in all the work, ac-
cording to a bulletin issued by 
the school. The curriculum in-
highest total wins. keep one girl from taking too large problems however such 
Second · Vote Is Impossible many offices and short-changing as the apathy 'of the st~dents 
' After the first tabulation, B. B. one. of them. Points, for example, . are the same." ' 
explained, the leader is not the are now ba.sed,, more on hours, "The discussions were very 
winner because she may not have less on prestige. , · helpful to us," Cubby said. "be-
a majority. If there were no Each Girl Is R.esponsible cause we were able to evaluate · 
second and third choices indi- As well as a · point-maximum, our own organization and clari-
cated on the ballot, another vote there now is a rule prohibiting fy in our own minds the prob-
would have to be taken to give the holding of any major and lems." The group grew out of 
any girl a majority "While. the minor office togeher, Archie con- a meeting of college government 
s ingle transferable vote has been tinued, .bec&use one of the offices officers from the fourteen col-
cr'itidzed," she continued, · "be- is likely to be inefficiently per- leges held last year, when Vas-
cause second choices, to which formed. Pointing for all offices, sar's Community Church officer 
most voters give very little at- she stressed, is included in the suggested this one. Prin.ceton 
tent ion, count so heavily in the Graybook. Responsibility for the has invited the twenty-nine 
result, the only alternative would number of points a girl bolds is Christian Association officers to 
be a second vote, which, in the a very important part of the gather there .next year. 
present crowded system, is im- Wellesley honor system. 
possible." Aside from el.ected officers, 
Another interesting result of from pr,esidents of organizations 
the single transferable vote, B. B. to class officers, other officials 
points out, is the fact that the are appointed by Nancy Bartram 
voter who places a _popular and '48 and her Appointments Com-
poten.tially winning candidate in mittee. The President of C. G.,- -
t hird place on her ballot in order Barty explained, previously only 
t o give a greater winning chance a member ex offi cio of this com-
to her favorite first-choice candi- mitee, is now automatically head 
date is not helping her first of it because it is so important 
choice at all. If the two candi- that the appointed officers work 
dates, her favorite and the popu- • well with her. 
Hygie n e Department an-
nounces Posture Consultation 
Periods, Februa.ry 20-27. Any-
one wishing any help with pos-
ture or other problem af-
fected by exercise should see 
the follo\\ing scheclule: 
!iri. Feb. 20 
10:40 Room 5 in gym. 
4 :40 Room 6 
Mon. Feb 23 
2:40 Room 6 
lar one, are first and second in I Appoi.nts Specialized Officers 
the first tabulation the second I Appointed o5cers include the Tues. 
. . ' I chairman of ~he Student Enter-
4:40 Room 5 
Feb. 24 
1:40 Room 5 
6 and third choices on her ballot tainment Committee, of the Stu-
will not matter. It is only when· d t Ed t' · C 'tt d. Wed. 
. . . . e.n uca 10n omm1 ee, an : 
hther cand1ddate d1sthe~1md mated that of the Maniage Lecture Commit- I 
2:40 Room 
Feb. 25 
11 :4-0 Room 5 
Thur. Feb. 26 
h er ballot will count. tee- spec1a ize JO s or w i..: ' Fri. e secon an ir choices on . 1. d . b f h. h I 
Barty stated, better officers can 
Careful Committees Nominate be chosen than elec ted, because 
11:40 Room 5 
Feb. 27 
1:40 Room 5 
2:40 Room 6 
the candidates must have certain '----------------' Another feature of the "Wel- I 
1es1ey Electoral System" is the necessary interest 'and knowledge ;::============================. 
way in which nominations for which cannot be determined by 
major officers and Vil-Juniors are 
a "popularity vote." 
carefully made by committee The members of the elec'tions 
who know both the candidates committee, which has worked to 
a nd the job-qualifications equally arrange an effective schedule in 
well. This helps, suggested B. B., the best order, and which will 
t he often-criticized tendency of count votes and carry out elec-
elect ions in large colleges to vote tions, are: Cy Duff '48, Mardi 
the same girls over and over Edgar '48, Marabel Cochran '49, 
again. "The committees . often Cynthia K. Smith ,'49, Jean Ar-
n()minate girls who have had chibald '50, Joanna Rogers '50, 
l ittle experience, but who seem Barbara Chrisman '50, Anne 
t o have maintained greater inter- Frederick '51, Gail Holmgren '51. 
WALTER'S CABS 
For quick service 
For agreea ble service 
Rear Dacey's Pharmacy. Wellesley Hills Square 
WE~lesley 5-1219 
Special rates for college students 
La Tertulia. meeting: TZE 
7 :30 Monday, February 23 




eludes work in the general field 
of economics and the related 
(Continued on Page 8 Col. 2) 
At Last · 
EUROPEAN TOUR 
e FOR WELLESLEY 









. AR:RIVE 'N. Y. AUGUST 27 
e First Class Accommodations Throughout 
e Every Detail Included In $1400 
e Passage for Limited Number First Class on United States Lines· 
All Stud ent Ship 
e All Res.erva tions must be in by February 29. lt is advisable 
to pla ce yours e a rlier. 
For details' and cop y of complete two months' itinerary see 
ELLIE HENRY IN POM 




•• pretty openwork 
neckline for your suits 
•• your jewelry .• 
in rayon tissue faille, 
neutral shades, 12 to IS 
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THE JUNIOR LIBRARY PRIZE ~ 
May 1 is the deadline for submitting papers in the competition 
for the Junior Library Prize, again this year. By that date every 
Junior who wishes to enter her library must have placed in the hands 
of Hannah D. French, Acting Librarian, a typed bibliographical list of 
her books preceded by a brief essay on her library. The prize of 
fifty dollars is awarded. annually, by an anonymous donor to that 
member of the Junior Class who has collected the best personal li-
brary. The donor stipulates that all books shall show, by marks of 
ownership. that they are the private property of the student sub-
mitting them and that they shall reflect the tastes and perso11ality of 
the owner. There are no further restrictions. 
Miss French is glad to talk with students about this prize or about 
book buying and collecting in general whenever possible. Until 
May l she hopes to be free to meet collectors on Tuesday afternoons 
in the Treasure Room of the Library from 2:00 to 4:00 p. m. Other 
times may be arranged by appointment. An evening meeting in the 
Treasure Room could be arranged if several people should signify 
their interest. Meanwhile the Book Collectors' Shelf in a corner of • 
the Fireside Alcove is worth investigating. On it are placed new 
books and periodic;als on collecting and the more tempting of the 
current booksellers' catalogues. 
-=-
BS PROGRAMS 
8:00-8:30 Morning Music Box 
5 :30-6 :00 Feature Shows 
7:15-10:00 Music for Studying 
Feature Shows_ (Feb. 23-27) 
1----------------------------------------------------------------------------
• 
' ' I 
• 
' STEVEN'S RESTAURANT • . t • 
' 
' 
' (Formerly McKenney's) ' 





' WILL OPEN SOMETIME I 
' • 
' • THIS WEEKEND • 
II : I I 
------·-----------------·---------------------------------------------------~ 
'by Elizabeth Woodward 
America's foremost authority 
on oung . people's problems 
Your doctor pounds your bent knee with bis little 
mallet and your foot is supposed to give a hefty kick. 
Just to prove you have nerves. And there are some who 
1ay gelling riproaring furious proves you have feelings. Your blood 
.courses through your veins, your temperature soars, there's color in 
your face ... you're very much alive and kicking. When your feelings 
.ire pinched, pricked or trod on •.• they react. 
• I'll go along with that ... and a hit farther. If you never get mad 
.you're a very placid cow. Nothing disturbs you ... nothing ru1Hes you 
•.. nothing makes you see red. Which is plenty dull. Getting a good 
mad on does relieve the monotony. 
You can let off streams of steam. Splutrer words that resound end 
reverberate. You can flaJI your arms, break dance record , throw 
books, slam doors. You can blow your top! 
II you'd just explode and get it over with! But those brooding 
fres are something else again. They consume your good nature, gnaw 
away at your good sport man ship, dark-cloud your fun ... they last too 
Jong. They turn into grudges and prompt you to spiteful tricks and 
malicious remarks. 
It's more refreshing to volcan,o and forgive. But even that will 
Jo~e its effect if you seethe over every little thing. Your boyfriend 
might have danced more than you think necessary with that raven· 
haired vixen. The girls might have left you out when they planned 
II.hat big weekend. Maybe the boys had something to offer your steady 
xnore intriguing than dates with you three Saturday nights in a row. 
Maybe your roommate did borrow your new dress without asking you 
!or it. Commotion-causers all of these •.• hut nothing to incinerate over I 
Save your righteous fury for big moments ••• and make them count. 
If y•u spill it out in frequent small doses ••• you'll get a rep for being 
juliit plain disagreeable. Stifle your petty hurts and resentments 
until omething really big comes along. Then band out free 
tickets to watch your fireworks. 
_ gnderJuiWily 
towowem , · 
fnvelop yourself day and night in 
C>ne of the six Roger & Gallet Dry 
Ferfume fragrances. Apply lavishly-
it't the same as liquid perfume but . 
I Wess costly. And outrageously useful 4or making any tantrum instantly for-
.siivoble. 
CO PR . ISO ROHR I CALLU. IN C. 
ROGER & GALLET DRY PERFUME 
lipstick • Compacts • Perfume • Eau de Cologne 
Lenten Services 
11 Given In Chapel 
Whatever you give up for 
Lent, don.'t give up devotion 
services which are to be held 
every Sunday evening during 
the Lenten period in the Chapel 
from 7 :00 to 7 :30 p.m., suggests 
the C. A. Worship Committee 
which is sponsoring these serv-
ices of praise and prayer with 
emphasis on Bible reading and 
music. 
Last Sunday night, Priscilla 
Ham '48, a member of the Wor-
ship Committee, led the first 
in, the series of services in which 
she endeavored to maintain the 
special Lenten aim of self-
searching and meditation. Karen 
Walley '48, sang "Pie Jesu" 
from Faure's Requiem, accom-
panied on the organ by Mar-
garet Bates '48. 
Photographs of the Faculty 
Show will be on display at the 
El Table until Monday, Feb-
ruary 23. The price is $. 75 
each and the proceeds _ wilJ 
help swell the faculty contri-
butions to the . 75th Anniver-
sary Fund Campaign. Stu-
dents are requested to sign for 
the photographs they want, 
being careful to give name 
and dormitory address and 
checking only uncler the num-
ber of the print or prints de-
sired. 
95 Central Street 
Select a gift to send home to a 
younger sister or brother for 
Easter. Stuffed toys, sleepy 





"Chinese philosophy can. be 
called a drama in four acts-
Confucianism, · Buddhism ,_ Neo-
Confucianism an d m o d e r n 
thought," said Dr. Wing-Tsit 
Chan, Mayling Soong ' cholar in 
Residence Rfid Profe sor of 
Chinese Culture at Dartmouth, 
lecturing in Pendleton February 
14. . 
Dr. Chan, speaking on "The 
Philosophical Systems of China," 
underlined the common charac-
ter; of all Chin.ese philosophies, 
as he traced their dev~lopment 
from the pre-Christian Era un-
til today. "The practical, this-
worldly emphasis can be found 
in all · systems of Chinese 
thought," _he pointed out. He 
stressed the Chinese contribution 
to philosophy, the ethical hu-
manistic approach, as opP<Jsed to 
the cientific approach of the 
Greeks and 'the religious em-
phasis of the · philosophies of 
India. 
Outlines Chfiiese Thought 
Confucianism arose, before 
the Christian Era, as a way of 
life to maintain P<Jlitical stabil-
ity, according to Dr. Chan. "As 
a non-social philosophy, it glori-
fied isolation, but harmonized 
the family with the na t ion and 
accoul1,ted for a relationship be-
tween man and the world." 
Jen, an important concept of 
the individual's behavior in so-
ciety towards the common good, 
was explained by Dr. Chan as 
a basis for the whole of Chinese 
life-art, government and famil 
life-until 1905. 
"Buddhism, the second act, 
i1troduced logic and metaphy ics 
into Chinese philosophy," Dr. 
Chan continued. "But the as-
ceticism taught by Buddhism 
caused it to fail , as its imprac-
tical basis and tendency to ig-
nore the family became obvi-
ous." Dr. Chan further showed 
how .the "third act," Neo-Con-
fucianism, which advoca ted serv-
~ to society, finally led up to 
the last stage ·of the "drama." 
"Co n t e m po r a r y Chines 
(Continued on P age 10, Col. 1) 
A Store for Men 
90 CENTRAL ST_REET 
Gifts wrapped and mailed anywhere free of charge. 




Petticoat pageant with gay crackling rayon 
taffetas . . . ruffle-swept rayon crepes ... 
dainty rayon satins In a swirl 
and swish of spr inqtime. 
Sizes 24 to 30. 
Rctyon taffeta petticoat 
sketched, 10.95. 
Other styles priced from 
5.95. 
Seniors and others w ho wish 
to make application for adhlis-
sion to graduate work in WPl-
lesley College for 1948 - 49 
should communicate with the 
Chairman of the Committee 
on Graduate Instruction by 
March first if possible. Full 
tuition for graduate work is 
$350 a year. Students in the 
Graduate Department of Hy-
giene and Physical Education 
will be entitled to $120 to be 
applied against this annual 
tuition as paymen for four 
hours a week of assisting in 
physical education. 
Three types of scholarships 
will be offered for the coming 
year : (a) scholarships cover-
ing full tuition; (b) scholar-
hips covering half tuition; 
and ( c) a very few scholar-
ships covering tuition with a 
small additional ca h payment; 
these will be awarded to can-
didates of especially high 
qualifications. A p p 1 i c a n t 
should proceed as follows: ( 1) 
Graduate Students and mem-
bers of the Class of 194:8 con-
templating graduate study at 
Wellesley next year should se-
cure from Miss Marion John-
on, Room 250 Green Hall, a 
copy of the Graduate Circular 
an~ blanks to be u ed in ap-
plying for admission or read-
mission to graduate work. (2) 
Such tudents should then 
confer with the chairman of 
but application for admission 
the department in which they 
may wish to work to secure in· 
formation concerning courses 
and prerequisites. (3) Tho e 
desiring graduate scholarships 
hould make applications on a 
form which may be obtained 
from the Dean's Office. The 
application hould be sup-
ported by letters of recom-
m endation. The award of 
schola1·ships will be made 
after candidates' formal appli-
cations for admission to grad-
uate work have been accepted. 
Laboratory a si tants and 
other member of the official 
staff of the College are grant-
ed the privilege of graduate 
study without tuition charge, 
should be made in the usual 
way. 
A list of other cholarships 
and fellowships to which ap-
pointments are made through 
Wellesley College is given in 
the Graduate Circular. .These 
larger grants are not made to 
students in their first year of 
graduate work. 
Further information and ad-
vice will b e gladly given by 
members of the Committee on 
Graduate Instruction. Appoint-· 
m ents with the Chairman of 
the Committee on Graduate 
Instruction may be made 
through Miss Johnson, Room 
250 Green 1Iall. 
Ella Keats Whiting 
Chairman of the com-
mittee on Graduation 
Instruction 
PRO 
(Continued froni PQ,ge Fo"J,r) 
the chance to flourish with the 
help of the ERP. 
God bless campus . liberals. 
Wellesley could con c e i .v ably 
stand more of them. But 
please, ladies, let's base · our 
liberalism on solid fact instead 
of wi&hful thinking. . 
Very truly yours, 
Trudi Behrle, '44 
Former President of 
Forum 
For delicious snacks, 
try White House• _Cakes 
dnd Pies from · 
GLENVIEW 
MARKET 
595 Washington Street 
Don't forget who got you 
home on those stormy 
nights as ·late as 2:30. 
Call WE-5-1600 
Le Blanc Taxi 
(at the Esso Station) 
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Chairman Promises Bright Future 
To :students Majoring In Span1sh 
F.E.P.C. Governs 
lob Applications 
"What next?" is the question After June '46 Eleanor Dolan College placement bureaus and 
of the hour for seniors, as '481 Stevens entered the translators' "similar offices seeking to ·pro-
a ssembles its vital statistics department of the National City cure employment for students, 
and prepares to enter the world Bank, in the type of job she graduates or faculty members" 
outside the Ivory Tower. Ac- recommends to her successors for will be considered as employ-
cording to Miss Virginia Conant, good experience. Enlarging her 11 ment agencies under state anti-
Chairman of the Department of college background to include a ~iscrimination _ l'a~vs. a?d , be sub 
'Panish, the outlook for Span- knowleclge · of Portuguese, as ' 1ect to the Jurisdiction of the 
Massachusetts Fai Employment h majors is by no means grim. well as a familiarity with Span-
There · are good positions to ish legal terminology, Madeline 
be held on government commit- D yer Knapp has become a re-
tees, in commercial and publish- search assistant at the Univer-
1
. sity of Michigan Law School 
ng houses, for girls who have where Latin American lawyers 
been, good ' ~tudents, have secre- are working on a study of Inter-
arial ' training, and are willing American Law. Constance Long 
t o spend .. some time in appren- is a cler~ . wi~h the American 
tice-work accordina to Miss Embassy m Lu:na, P~ru , after 
' 
0 I a year's experience m Wash-
Conant. I ington. Janet McMasters has 
Since 1944 Wellesley has had taught Spanish both at House 
thirty-five iSpamsh maJors. T heir of the Pines and at St. Agnes 
pasts, presents. and futures aft· School in. Alba_ny, New York. 
er graduation · fulfill Miss Co- '47 Ma jor s Study 
n an,t's predictions: and prove Last year's Spanish majors 
that their educati ns were not include Shirley · Ba9ineau who 
a n in the realm of "dreams is now tudying at the Latin 
and theories." Eighteen girls American Institute in New 
are using or have used their York, Betty Rezner who is do-
panish. ing graduate work in Spanish 
'44: l\farches On at Duke University, and Ruth 
Ramsdell who is working for 
Lotte Adler first acquired a her M. A. -at Columbia an,d t ak-
Columbia M. A. in Economics, ing courses on the Edad Media, 
and went on to a research posi- Siglo de Oro, and 19th century 
t ion with' the United Na tions, Spanish literature. Barbara Bell 
investigating financial conditions is a claims ad.iuster for the 
in Latin American Countries. Liberty Mutual Insurance .Com-
Caroline Cameron also received pany, and often is able -to use 
her M. A. at Columbia, center- her Spanish in translating let-
ing her thesis on the- contribu- ters of Compensation Cases. 
t ions of Alberdi, Sarmiento, and Frances Clarke is a graduate 
Rojas to . the growth of demo- student and instructor at Brown 
cracy in Argentina. Sara Fos- University. 
t er and ElsiePavitt Palmer have 
taught high school Spanish in The record alone, from '44 to 
N ew York and Virginia ;respec- '47 should be encou r aging to 
tively. those determined students who 
; have mastered everything from 
Secretarial training proved in- irregular verbs to Don Quijqte 
dispensable for Anne Hovey and now in '48 are ready to 
and Virginia Yer k es Froebel. find "the job." In addition to 
Anne has be.en a secretary in the Placement Office and their 
t he Pan. American Society of own initiative, probably the de-
New England, an organ ization ciding factor, they may consult 
which offers Spanish-E nglish the faculty of the Department 
t ranslation service, and arranges of Spanish who are very much 
itinera.r:ies for State Department concerned over the future of 
guests from South America> Vir- their students, an d are always 
ginia _pe-r,fecte<l . her Spanish r eady to give time and 'advice. 
typing and .shorthand during her -v- ,.----------------
wo years in the E xport Ad-
vertising Deparment of a phar-
maceutical company in Phila- 1 
delphia, and later as secretary 
to French and Spanish pr ofes-
sors at' Lehigh Universi ty. A 
suggest ion- that i.SpanJsh profes-
oras teach their classes lullabies 
THE POWDER PUFF 
59 Central Street 
Hair Styling 
Cutting - Manicuring 
Permanent Waves 
Reconditioning Treatments 
comes . from ,. ;Barbar a M ardfin r.... ....... ...,..,. ....... .._,...... ......... ~._,,_,,...._.....,.,............> 
Miller who uses her Spanish to 
sing he~ 'baby son to sleep . 
S ettles Down AT THE 
After !· acquiring E nglish-speak- · .. 
i ng huS.bands all four '45 Span- Gross Strauss Shop ish majors neglected the ]an- . 
guage. ' Be.for~ _ her marriage 
Blizabeth . Th01:nto?i- C h a n d 1 e r 
spent a hect ic year in New 
York City, _ lisJ in,g "reading and 
writing knowledge" in the 
column headed "previous e xperi-
ence." She landed a succession 
of jobs, starti11g in the t r aining 
school of B. Altm an's, fo llowed 
by brief stretches as a script-
writer for a movie studio, as 
a n assistant in the movie de-
p artment of the Y. M. C. A., as 
ecretary to the travel agent 
of a babk, and ending with her 
decision to fi n ish her novel, the 
tory of her trip to Mexico, a nd 
settle down with her doctor -
husband. 
~ -
Cottons Are Arriving 
Daily 
Modera tely Priced 
$7 .95 - $29.95 
Famous Brands 
19 Central Street 
W ellesley. Mass. 
Quick, Service on all Repairs 
Watches, Jewelry, Fountain Pens,, 
· . Bead Restringing 
Close out pn $3.00 bulletin boards, now $2.00 
I . 
~nderson' s Jewelers 




ElLESLEY NATIONAL= aANK 
Practice Commission, it was an-
nounced today. 
Notification that the Fair Em-
ployment Practice Commission 
would henceforth assume au-
thority over the bureaus of non-
profit making colleges and uni-
versities has been issued, Mrs. 
Mildred H. Mahoney, Chairman, 
r-evealed. 
While requir ing the placement 
agencies to comply with rules 
and regulations covering em-
ployment agencies insofar as 
actual employment services are 
concerned, the C ·o mm is s ion 
stated it recognized that certain 
functions of the colleges and 
universities touching on voca-
tional guidance and advice are 
outside the Commission's juris-
diction. 
Information, including photo-
graphs, concerning race, color, 
religious .creed, national origin 
and ancestry m ust not be re-
vealed to prospective employers. 
Matters concerning previous job 
experience, educational back-
ground and character references 
may be freely discussed. 
-: j THE TREATY OF PARIS 
* First formal recognition by 
eny power of t he independ-
ence of t he United States. It 
provided. among other 
things, for the removal of 
all British troops from 
America. Art icle 10 of the 
original treat y, along withs 
hundred other famous 
documents in American 
history, is now touring 
t b.e country aboard the 
"'Freedom Train". 
Watch for this train's 
lll'!'ival iD your area! 
Condemnation of Present Attitude 
On Alcoholic Problem Expressed 
. 
"Alcoholism is not a stigma," 
stressed Mrs. Marty Mann in, 
her informal talk "Educa ted 
Women and Alcohol" for the C. 
A. sponsored Studies in Living 
series, February 16. "It is a 
disease, and the alcoholic is a 
sick person!" 
As executive director for the 
National Committee for Educa· 
tion on Alcoholism, Mrs. Mann 
has canvassed the country lec-
turing in an effort to change 
the destructive attitude toward 
alcoholism. "We want to reach 
everybody," she said, "every 
man, woman and child. We 
want a complete about face of 
attitude and behavior toward 
the disease." 
N ot Limited T o P oor 
"Alcoholism does not limit it-
selr to the poor, the degraded," 
Mrs. Mann emphasized. "It can 
sweep the country and strike 




will benefit the 
Wellesley College 
75th Anniversary Drive 
Mr. Lockwood will donate 10% 
·of your order to the Fund! 
Lockwood Studios, Inc. 
545 W ashington Street 
W Ellesley 5-4056 
has placed a sti.gma upon t he 
whole subject, because people 
regard the disease as shameful 
and degrading. alcoholics are 
treated not as s1cK people, but 
as criminals and fools. "We 
laugh at drunkards in movies 
and theatres!" she exclaimed. 
"And when an alcoholic becomes 
a nuisance and a danger, we 
call the police, we put them in 
jail , we punish them for their 
sickness!" 
T he National Committee for 
E ducation on Alcoholism has 
been attacked by both the 
"wets" (distillers and their rep-
resentat ives) a nd the "drys" 
(WCTU, and other temperance 
movements who wish complete 
abstinence), Mrs. Mann revealed. 
"We are concerned with alco-
holism and alcoholics only, how-
-ever," she said, "we ar-e tak-
ing no sides." 
Was F ormerly An Alcoholic 
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 3) 
SENIORS · 
We make any sized reproduc-
tions of your yearbook pictures. 
Negative Made 
4" x 5" Print 




Bubert' s Photo Supplies 
Cameron f>lace Wellesley 
Be proud of wha t y ou w rite ••• 
::rnd the way you write it I 
, 
CHECKING and SA VIN GS ACCOUNTS Parker'"51 
Just hold a new Parker " 51" in your hand! Note its 
tapered beauty. Already you know t he pride of 
owning the world's most-wanted pen. You feel 
like writing! See how instantly the ' ' 51' ' starts 
-and t he way it writes . . . smoothly, effort-' 
lessly, without a skip. Truly , here's a pen that 
reflect s credit on everything you write! So,\ 
ask for the Parker "51" . Two sizes: regular 
and new demi-size. Both with wide range ' 
of custom points t o choose from. The 
Parker Pen Company, Janesville, Wis-
consin, U. S.A., and Toronto, Canada. TRAVELERS CHECKS 07 ~ ~ wd wet',;,,,(/" 
Me~bE:r Federal Def!osit Ins ur a nce Corp oration 
Copr. 19.S b7 Tbe Parker Pen CoJDJlllll) 
/ 




(Continued f r om Page Fiv e) 
social sciences, inter-cultural re-
lations, functional reading and 
writing, study of the mass 
Introduction of a group of means of communication, and 
Europeans to the study of practical subjects such as par-
liamentary procedure. 
American ins:itutions and ideas This is a scholarship arrange-
is the aim of the Salzburg Sem- ment under which is covered 
inar jri American civilization, tuitioR , room, and board. There 
to be held again this sullllr.~l' are no other expenses, except 
at Salzburg, Austria, under the personal ones. 
sponsorship of the student coun- The minim':1m age. for . under-
·1 _ . . graduate assistants is eighteen 
Ch of Harvard University. At\ years, and written parental con-
last year's Semh1ar one hundred sent is required for applicants 
European students attended under twenty-one. A personal 
courses in American history, interview with a yepresentative of 
literature, and political and eco- the school is necessary before 
11omic institutions. the acceptance · of any applicant. 
Conceived as a means of Preference is given to students 
.counteracting the acute shortage who are completing their junior 
of European teachers of uni- year of college. Applications, to 
versity and highschool level who be mailed not later than April 
can speak with knowledge and 3, 1948, may be secured from Miss 
understanding of the United Joan Fiss Bishop, director of the 
States, the Salzburg Seminar Placement Office, and should be 
proposes to help in the develop- addressed to Miss Rhetta M. Ar-
ment of a new generation. of in- ter, Education Director, Room 
s tructors qualified to discuss 503, 95 Liberty Street, New York 
American life and pN>blems in 6, New York. 
their classrooms. The Seminar Because of the factors involved 
can initiate European research in this type of social interaction, 
in American problems and be- final decisions on applicants are 
yond this has created an op- made with. reference to the in-
portunity for fellowship leading terests and personality of the in-
to mutual un.dersfanding and ·dividual applicant, with special 
cooperation among European emphasis on flexibility and abil-
students. ity to get along with people. 
Instructors from both Ameri- Some tool subjects are included 
..::an and European universities in the curriculum, to be of benefit 
make up the faculty of the Sem- to \~orkers when they return to 
inar. Lectures are supplement- their local situations. A statement 
ed by student papers and re- from the school made clear that 
ports, in which the European the curriculum is "designed to 
students are aided by a staff assist the workers in becoming 
of ten graduate assistants from better functioning and more use-
American universities. Courses ful members <>f their organiza-
covering various phases of tions and communities." It is in 
American life are offered by the this respect that a Wellesley 
Seminar; they include studies in student may apply practically the 
American social folkways and theories culled from social science 
<Continued on Page 12, col. 3) 1 courses. 
Ca ll WEllesley 5-1547 
to have your Ski clothes 
dry cleaned and waterproofed 
in time for you next ski weekend. 
A. GAN CO. 
CLE~NSERS - TAILORS - DYERS 
FREE CALL AND DELIVERY SERVICE 
14 Church St. Wellesley 81. Mass. 
Covered or not the, hit dress of 
the evening, any evening, will 
be this combine of lingerie 
and rayon taffeta . Lovely white 
eyelet embroidery gives a de-
mure touch to the bolero collar, 
and is little short of a sensation 
as a strapless top for the da nc-
ing skirt. Navy or black, a con-
trast' ng sash is the go-be tween. 
Junior sizes 9 to 15. 39.90 
ALCOHOLISM 
(Co·ntinu.ed from Page Seven) 
: ~ 
Ginny Beach Writes· From Turkey 
College Women Very Restricted, 
One-Third Students Fail Yearly Mrs. Mann is in an excellent position to deal with, the prob-
lem of alcoholism. She herself 
has had the experience of being 
an alcoholic. "I spent · five Women students in Turkey I Impressions of Turkey 
years getting worse day by day, are very restricted, Virginia I Turk~y in ~eneral, Virgin~a 
not knowing what was wrong Beach '47 reported in a re~nt I fo1;1nd, is an orie.n~al c_ountry m 
with me," she told the group. letter to News. Ginnv, former I spite of westermzmg mfluences. 
The condemnation that "drunk- ... . The people are very poor. "Per-
ards have no will power" did head of Forum, is a mem?er of haps a majority of the popula-
not seem to apply to her, she the Department of Enghsh of tion goes around in dirty rags 
explained, because she was Amerikan Kis ~oleji in Istan.b~l, many of whom do not even hav~ 
known to have too strong a will, T.urkey. She is also dramatics shoes." Their homes are mostly 
rather than too weak a will. director. for a school of five hun- one room dugouts with dirt 
"And yet I could not identify dred girls from t~e a~es of floors, no running water, and no 
myself w1fh the drun en bum. twelve through semors m col- sanitation. Entire families are 
"The causes o:- alcohoiism are lege. crowded in.to one room. 
both mental and physiological," · "Girls as a . whole have very "Prices here ar; quite high. 
Mrs . Mann stated. ''By tht !1ttle freedom m Turkey. Th~re The average worker must sup-
Alcoholics Anonymous definition, is almost no normal con tac! ~1 ti,; port his family on sixty lira a boys before they are i_na1 ried. month." This sum is two-thirds 
'Alcoholism is an ·obsession of The near~st contact with male the salary of the teachers at the 
the mind coupled with an al- student~ i_s . near~y Roberts Col- college who r~ceive . room and 
lergy of the body.' Noth'ing can .Jege, Virgm.1a said, but over half board besides. The laboring 
be done about the allergy. It is the ~tuden~ ~dy does not ev<:n classes work extremely hard, of-
the obsession which must be have perm1ss10n to g~. there m ten as human carriers. "It is 
stopped. Those who drink for chap~roned groups. The col- easy to see how one could be-
pleasure or relaxation are per- lege is almost completely cleared come discouraged with any at-
fectly safe. The dependent on we.~kends "Yhen everyone goes tempt to raise the standard of 
drinker, on the other hand, uses home. living of )he laboring classes 
alcohol as a crutch with which Academic Load Heavy when most of them lack even the 
to ease himself through social The academic schedule, set by most rudimen.tary education. 
or business or psychological dif- law, is heavy, and "consequent- Yet, in spite of the conditions in 
ficulties. I was shy, and drinks 1y the standards in any one wh!ch they live, the workers do 
put me at ease . I didn't learn course cannot ibe very high." have a certain pride and tradi-
~~ overcome sh1n~ss, ,, however, There is a much greater em- tion t hat one would hesitate to 
bl I stopped drmkmg. phasis upon grades in Turkish ·destroy. 
Treatm ent Advances Slowly · 1 s~h?ols than ii'. American, Vir- Great Wealth Also 
Atti~des and treatments of gn:ua f~und, since about one- "One has the , feeling that 
alcoho~ics are advancing slowly, third of each class flunks out there is a great deal of wealth 
acco:dmg to Mrs. Mann. Few every year. . . . . in Turkey." The wealthy Turks 
hospitals as yet accept alcoholics Extra-curricular activities are dress extremely well and own 
as sick people. The Yale Re- extremely limited. "Dramatics mor e automobiles ' than an 
search Laboratory, however has seem to interest the greatest American would see on, the 
been, doing intensive res~arch number of girls." The group of streets of France or Switzerland 
on alcoholism, its causes and which Gi_nny is director puts on Virginia writ.es. Fear of Russia 
effects, and now possesses the one public play a year an.d four makes Turkey concentrate men 
largest amount of information assembl.Y class plays. "Besides and materials upon naNonal de-
on the subject in the world. these b1gger effo.rts. we shall. try ~ense at the expen e of internal 
There, Mrs. Mann's committee to do a~ many sm.alle.r .productions improvements, such as roads and 
found the scientific backing as. possible: We w.ould like .to in.dus·try. 
they had been looking for. stimulate . mterest m dran;.atics Istanbul is a very beautiful . 
. and creative work by running a · t Th 11 ·t lf · l Among the discoveries of the playwritin<>' contest,, c1 y. e co. ege 1 se ~s ocat-
Research Laboratory was the "' · ed on a hill overlooking the 
knowledge that a1cohol in. itself . Young Teachers ~osphoru-, on the edge of town. 
did not harm the body. The A lively faculty makes life at Most of the houses, the poorer 
"right kind of drinking" there- th~ college interesting, Virginia ones at any rate, are built of 
fore is perfectly permissible. said. wood and look as though the 
Mrs. Mann's warning j 8 "S top Six young Am€rican C<?llege 
0 ;vner . expected to burn them 
when you find you are not graduates without .pre vi 0 us down m five or ten year.s. '.J'he 
drinking like your friends ." teaching experien.ce were added mosques are the n:ost beautiful, 
to the college this year. "There g~aceful c.~nstrt';Ctl?~s I .have 
is also one new very attractive e\ er seen.. Virgu~1a believes 
French girl from Paris who ar- tha_t they g1~e the orien.tal flavor WELLESLEY INN rived with us." Two other which the city, possesses. 
Americans came last year. The 
Tel. Wei. 0180 
Turkish staff also has several WAL C 
young teachers. "One, the Phys. LA E 
ROOMS 
Ed. teacher, is a 'Durkish girl 
MEALS who got her Master's degree 
Dr. Arnold H. Sloane 
OPI OMETRIST 
Complete Eye Service 
56-8 Washington St. 
(Over Clement Drug) 
Wellesley, Mass. Wei. 0361 
from WelJesley." 
The administration of the col-
lege is very inefficient, Virginia 
reported. The Dean, who is sixty-
fi ve or seventy, is ill a great deal 
of the time. She handles the 
most "trifling details of the 
work and has no on.e in her office 
who could be called a good secre-
tary. We coast along on rusty 
machinery which runs only by 
momentum.:: 
MONOGRAMMING 
$2.50 on $3.50 
SWEATERS 
The Wool Shop 
6-8 Church St., Wellesley, Mass!I 
Si1npson lrl1nates 
Simpson I nmates are de-
lighted when cheerful pos-
ies arrive. Cases of r~cov ­
ery are r eported follow ing 
arrival of flow ers from 
certain part ies. So if you 
really want convalescents 
to come out sooner send 
them flowers. Cost r uns 
around $3 or $4. 
(Con t i nued frO"ff~ Page Four ) 
"Students who do not send their 
laundry home are expected to 
send it to the Lake Waban 
Laundry!' 
Please do not say you ha e 
lost whatever individualism, en-
thusiasm, and principles you had 
freshman year, as it is so easy 
for most of us to do at Wei-
lesley, or any other large wom-
an's college in the northeast. 
That is bad enough for the lay ; 
the newspaper is the last hope 
we have. Anti-thir d party views 
are permissible; but not in an 
editorial written to encourage 
"intelligent vot es" from '48. The 
seniors ough t to need no int imi-
dation. 
Mar gery Sayre '50 
P. S. A t another t ime I would 
be happy to discuss the impli-
ca tions of E . R. P., pacifi sm , 
and possible economic changes 
under Wallace. 
· Corsages For 
The Carousel 
To g ive th e fin ishing 
touch to tha t startling cos-
tum e, t h ere' nothing fin er 
th an a F r aser corsage. As 
long a s we .k ry,ow the color 
and general d~sign of the 
gow n we can do a stand-
ou t job. 
330 Washington Street 




. by Esther Coke '51 
Battling against old man win-
ter was not too advantageous to 
Welfosley's vast number of ad-
.. enturous skiers. Like a de-
e - feated ai:my, WellesThy students 
;r~turned from New England's 
winter playgrounds, hobbling 
from class to class on crutches, 
sprained ankles, and sprung 
·' ;knees, vafn1Y' trying to write 
with .. what's ~eft of the other 
hand. 
· But 'despite ·the long casuaI-
·us:t a:ntl . :the · m~ny · ·oruises, 
everyone replies to the question, 
"How' wa · it"?", with an ex-
. plos~ve "Divin_e!" _ 
Everyone Had I<'un 
Jackson: · Stowe, North Con.-
wa~, · .. Pied, and Woodstock 
eemed • to ' have been the most 
:thickly po_pµfated with Welles-
.Jey ' on vacation, and Stowe 
topped the list both in popular-
ity and fn 'accidents. Every-
.where; howe\der, the weather 
. and goqd snow (very crusty 
according to the authorities) 
comb)ned ta ' give beginners and 
experts the time of their lives. 
Several Vil freshmen. who 
.. spent their free days at Wood-
stock contend that snow and 
good weather were not the only 
sources of Juri. According to 
them, "the .best place at Wood-
stock was Hanover," and rfrom 
the tall tales being told, Wel-
lesley's favorite men's colleges 
were out in force. 
Ski Pins Won 
Valiant at,t~mpts on the part 
of · some of Wellesley's best 
kiers to win on.e of the three 
ta.ndard · ski pins resulted in a 
bronze Stowe standard pin for 
Martie Ritvo '48 and a broken 
leg for Bev Ayres '48. How-
ever, she doesn't walk . alone. 
Statistics show a grand total 
of .eight broken legs and an 
unlimited number of strategi-
cally placed bruises. Despite all 
this, however, the food, bridge, 
skating, and above all skiing 
made . for a "simply stupendous 
time." 
Bea.Hy Vital Statistics 
De igned to still forever the 
cry-" Ah! And did you do that 
at St-Owe- Or" North Conway?" ,.,. 
Broken 
In Cazenave 
Lon Gr..eefi '50 
Betty . Weis '48 
· In · Shafer 
Lee Day '49 
In ElioY 
Rachel Allen '51 
In Be-ebe 
Bev Ayres '48 In Munger 
Pat Knight '49 
In. Tower Court 
J?etty Maxon '48 
Nancy Fredericks '49 
Caroly Rydell '50 
Limping 
Jean Lindsay '49 
Ellie Richburg '48 
Sally Maier '48 
Bar b Baird '50 
Polly Pearse '50 
ally ' Lutun '48 
BEST SANDWICHES IN 
TOWN 
Premier Delicatessen 
547 Washington Street 
Opposite Post Office 
...................................... 
* WEllesley 5-2200 * 
(!}ollrgt maxi ~o. 
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Second Winter Weekend Features 
Multiple Events for All Weather . 
<Continued_ from Page One) . 
kinds of places along the .turn-
pike will troop Wellesley anrl 
escorts Saturday evenirig. . Then , 
screaming at!d ;:;c~ambling, they 
will whip back to Alum, to the 
gym, to Tower for- dancing. With 
Hal Reeves at · Alum, Gene Den-
nis at the gym, and an unan-
nounced band in Tower; with a 
crowned king in all three places; 
with the Krokodiloes, a contin-
gent of the Hasty Pudding Club, 
singing at all three; and with a 
multiplicity ()f receiving line$, 
the dance promises to be a real 
event in triplicate. 
Peg Kessler '49 is head of 
Winter Carousel. Officiating for 
the Alum Dance are Barrie Bas-
sett '49, head; Gail McMaster 
'50, floor committee; Betsy 
Martin. '50, tickets; HanHcfh 
Green '48, refreshments; Lee 
Day '49, decorations. 
Heading the dance in the. gym 
is Mary Lou Hackett '50 .. · Rae 
Ernster '50 is head of floor com-
mittee; Doris Newberry '50, tick-
ets; Hannah Green '48 refresh-
ments; and Jean Levering '49 
decorations. 
Marion Beatty '49 is in charge 
of entertainment; Penny Coppess 
'49, publicity; Lynn Johnson '49, 
winter sports; . Elaine Siegler '49, 
square dance. 
Don't throw away your "old 
look"-Put it in the Service. 
,. , : . 
Fund box . . El Table. 
Schedule For 'Veekend 
Friday, February 20: 
6:15 p.m. Dormitory Buffet 
Suppers. 
7 :30 p.m. Ski Movies, Pen-
delton Hall. 
7:30-1 a.m. Open House. 
Dormitories. 
8-12 p.m. quare Dancing, 
Alumnae Hall. 
Saturday, February 21 : 
Ski races, Observatory Hill. 
Skiing for everyone. 
Tobogganing. 
Snow Sculpturing· Conte t. 
8-12 p.m. Formal Dance, 
Alumnae Hall. 
A Going Away Spring. 
Vacation? " 
See Our Books 
·HATHAWAY HOUSE 
faculty Consider 
Wall ace Ve..nture 
(Continued from Page 4) 
you're blue, but you can't get 
anywhere without action." As 
for American dealings with Rus-
A. A. Schedules 
Swimming Meet, 
Ski Competition 
by Esther Coke '51 · 
sia, he believes that, "even Wjnter Carnival skiing activ-
though we admittedly have ities, with the weather's good 
made mistakes, still I cannot graces, will be highlighted by 
see that after two years we have a ski movie and ski races. The 
had much on their part to war- movie will be shown Fri-
rant confidence." day at 7 :30 p.m. in Pendleton. 
Two Alt<'rnatives for Votes Hall and will finish before the 
Mr. Lawrence Smith of the square dance begins. The great 
Department of Economics is day of the races is Saturday 
convinced that Wallace has no afternoon at which time there 
possible chance of winning in ;,;m be !1-umerous contest~ ; 
19...4§~ • ~".I'hh>.." . h,e, , saj,d, ," eax~ ._, ,Everyone .. is urge~ Q to enter, 
the voter two altern.at1ves: ei- sll.itl L-yn Jbhnson 4v, head of 
ther . to vote for Wallace in winter sports, "girls wiill dates, 
protest against both. the other girls without dates, and the 
parti-es, or, if he feels this would dates themselves." 
be throwing his vote away, to Another big day on the Wel-
vote for the party toward which lesley calendar is March 1, the 
he is most inclined. day of the Nation.al Intercol-
"In terms of this el~ction," he legiate Telegraphic Swimming 
continued, "voting for Wallace Meet. This meet is an inter-
is futile. In terms of the fu- class event, and scores will be 
ture, however, such a vot-e determined by time. The best 
might in the tong run affect ei- scores are sent to the Telegraph-
ther one or both of the other ic Association which includes all 
existing parties." Eastern colleges. 
As for Mr. Wallace, him elf, During that rushed week b-e-
Mr. Smith stated, "I nave fore exams, numerous interdor-
great admiration for his cour- mitory basketball games were 
age, sincerity and excellent in- played off. Pomeroy and Davis 
tentions; however, quite apart united to win two games, one 
from recent politics, i; have Jong against a mmbinied Tower-Sev-
distrusted his judgment." erance team and one against 
He added that he considers Claflin. Ca.:zenove overcame 
it "unfortunate that the radical Beebe by four points and Claf-
group in the U. S. does not Jin was victorious in its bout 
have more able leadership.'' 'th M Towei·-Severance This view, he believes, is often wi unger. 
held by Liberals as well as Con- also suffered defeat at the 
servatives, who would naturally hands of a Stone team. 
distrust Mr. Wallace's judg- Freshman houses also vied 
m-ent. with one another in. basketball 
ENGAGED skill. The Homestead team defeat-ed Elms and Eliot House broke 
Barbara F erris ' 48 to William A. Hel- even in its two engagements, de-
sell. University of Washington '48. . · · 1 · 11 C f 
:Muff . Manny ' 48 to Jim Drorbaugh, featmg Litt e-W1swa . - ro ton-
Pr_inceton '44, P: and S. ' 46. I Washington and in turn being 
MarJori e Ann Wmer '48 to Gord on 
Falk Bloom. Univer:>ity of Buffalo defeated by Navy. 
'39, Han·ard Law School '48. 
VENIDA 8-0UNCE HAIR SET 
with New 25c bottle size 
. e full skirts Venida Hair Set is m~de of an entirely new formula-homogenized 
• gay prints 
• striking lines 
just around th~ comer 
WELLESLEY 
40 Central Street 
ud,l,\(- i,,. tf ~~,;.:.t t1 
"Would you wrap the J;>entyne Chewing Gum 
as a gift, please?" 
. 
"That dame drives me nuta ! 'Wrap it as a gilt: 
she says! As if anybody wanted to bother with 
fancy gift wrappings to get at that delicious, clean 
tasting Dentyne Chewing Gum with the rich, long 
lasting flavor. Dentyne .ia a gift at any price be· 
cause it helps keep teeth white." 
Dentyne Gum - Made Only By Adams 
and lanolized. 
The wide-necked botle permits the dipping of any size comb. 
For the best in quality and service 
REMEMBER 
Ca111pus Drugs 
, . (Opposite Filene's) 
"Your favorite drug store" 
10 
LECTURE 
(Continued f r om Page Six ) 
thought," he said, "is a new 
rational Confucianism which 
sees the individual as such, and 
also as a part of society." Dr. 
Chan pointed out that this cur-
rent trend of thought has a par-
tial basis in the Anglo-Saxon 
utilitarianism of the nineteenth 
century. He predicted that fu-
ture developments in Chinese 
philosophy will probably bear a 
close relationship to everyday 
life, a characteristic which 'alI 
previous systems have had in 
common. 
Before his appointment at 
Dartmouth, he t aught at several 
Chinese universities and at the 
University of Hawaii, where he 
was chairman of the department 
<Jf ph].losophy. He is an expert 
on Chinese gardens, art and 
music, as well as philosophies. 
L 0 S T - Sunday morning 
platinum wristwatch. Please 
advise Elena McGrath, Caze-
nove, if found. 
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Dartmouth Features .Snow. Queen 
Ski Meet. Ice Show .At Carnival 
Southern Author Reveals Gothic. 
Spirit To Public In First Novel 
Glamorous among all week- Critic: Debortpi Newman '48 reader and Joel a-re probably 
ends is the Dartmouth Winter The last American stronghold equally grateful. 
Carnival. Parties, ski con.tests, of the Gothic tale, introduced Episodes Becom , Nightmares 
l t lect ·on of the Mr. Capote has also allowed snow scu P ure, e I . by Irving and perf~ted by Poe, his imagination to run riot with 
Carnival Queen, comome to is the South. The absorption his background. He paints in 
make an invitation a prize for with the . bizarre and fantastic the dank swamplands and tar-
collegiates, Powers models, and which once exerted such a nished musty rooms of the old 
young New York career girls. powerful influence over our lit- house with loving attention to 
Parties began on Thursday erature now seems to 1be con- bizarre detail until the reader 
night and continued through fin,ed almost exclusively to has, along with Joel, the sen a-
Sun.day. Black dresses, ski pants southern writers, 1.0tably' Wil- tion that "he'd eaten too much 
plus borrowed green sweaters, liam Faulkner, Carson McCul- candy." The little episodes 
a:nd filmy formals followed orre lers and Eudora Welty. And which make up the book become 
another in rapid succession. with the publication of his first a series of nightmares, through 
Friday the 13th was ' unluc'I{y novel, Ot~e.r Votces Other which the reader, like a restless 
only for those who missed the Snow Sculpture Rooms, Truman Capote emerges dreamer, squirms and w.rithes 
train. ' l ger than both of us," declared as another southerner whose in anxious anticipation of the 
Dartmouth Lives Dangerously on_e Dartmouth man, as the surrender to the Gothic pirit daylight which will return him 
Athletic events were among th1:d dm~nfall started. Dates is complete. to a comparatively sane world. 
the main attractions. The Dart- smiled grimly and wrung out Mr. Capote first . attracted the But Mr. Capote's book cannot 
mouth hockey team beat Cali- ~ocks, but loyally wat~hed the attention of the ' critics with ohis be dismissed as a mere Gothic 
fornia and Yale. Rutgers, how- ~e-show complete with fire- short story, "Mirjam." This tale, a work whose haunting 
ever, won the skating races and orks. story, which the author claims power is derived only from the 
Princeton surpassed the Indians . "We heard the Glee Club at he wrote at seventeen, was pub- disturbing details which he · 
in ba·sketball with one well- its best and saw the Dartmouth lished by Mademoiselle, and won pyramids in each scene. It 
aimed foul shot. Harvard's ·Players present Noel Coward's high praise for its haunting and is true that in this book the· 
Crimson team outswam the 'Private Lives'!" said various ter:i;ifying poFtr.ayal of an imag- strainjng for effect is evident-
Dartmouth Green. Wellesley girls. Hearts and inary little girl. Since then Mr. Mr. Capote revels in the sen-
TheY called it "living danger- flowers and \'alentine's Day Capote's stories have appeared sational picture or the -extrava-
ously." "Living crowdedly" was matched orchids and dresses at in Harper's Baza,ar, The Atlantic gant word. But behind the thea-
Wellesley's verdict, as dorms the big dances Saturday r.ight. l ~onthly, an~ many .o~her maga- trical surface there lies the 
d f t ·t h Th f k" zmes; all, like "Miriam," •have talent of a " 'r'ter h y an ra erm y · ouses were 1 e our-event s i-meet was a been concerned with an eccen- •• 1 w o ma , 
opened for 1600 dates. Welles- h t b k f B with maturity, do far . better '' ley ranked next to Smith with ear rea er or the ig Green, tric mysterious half-real world, 
second place honors in the "date nosed out by Middlebury and and none, unfortunately, has things. He is able to create 
sweepstakes." And several two-tenths of a point There managed to attain the high cal- situations when other voices 
Wellesley won'!en were elected were girls' ski races too, "for iber which marked his first sue-. aRd other rooms become truly 
cess. 
to the queen's court. hackers only," "but we care- horrifying, when the imagination Inevitably Tries Novel Ice Meets Fire 
Snow which changed to sleet, 
t hen to rain, graced F.riday's 
Outdoor Evening. '.'This is big-
·CRANMO RE INN 
NORTH CONWAY, N.H. 
In Town and a 10 minute walk 
to the · 
Mt. Cranmore Skimobile 
Folder or Phone: No. Conway 159 
STONEHURST 
NORTH CONWAY, N. H. 
For the Ultimate in Luxury, Charm 
and Genuine Hospitality 
Fql<j.er or;. 'Phone 
No. Conway 412 ring 2 
fully avoided them," said one can twist our apparently san.e It was inevitable that Mr. 
sophomore. "We were content Capote, who · at twenty-three world into a delirious patch• 
to get our carnival atmosphere has already won a place for work of terror. His ·pf>~er o-, 
by looking at the snow sculp- himself as a writer of talent evoking atmosphere is undeni-
tures and the ski' teams." and distinction., should try his able; the often repellant but 
· · · hand at writing a novel. And 
Carnival €nded with a round it was inevitable that he should unquestionably vivid s c en e si .·; 
of milk-punch parties, accom- choose the subject w ich he has, sprinkled throughout the book 
· d b the gradual awake ng of a pame Y the chaperons' tales young boy from his adolescent 
of the carnivals of years ago. dream world, an awakening 
Sunday night tired Wellesley which takes place- in a setting 
women, loaded with programs, whose Gothic qualities are, to 
"Jackos," and orchids, crept say the least, overwhelming. 
Young Joel Knox, whose chiJd-
home to the "routine" of a hood has been spent in New Or-
non-co-ed college. leans, arrives at Skully's Land-
Spon ored by the' Student 
Council of the New England 
Conservatory of Mu ic, the 
Boston String Quartet wiU 
give a series of Chamber 
Music Concerts in Jordan Hall, 
Boston, at 5:15 p.m. on Feb. 
4, Feb. 24, March 23, April 20. 
The aim is to make available 
fine chamber music at popular 
prices. The privilege of sub-
scription 'is · extended to alJ 
students in the colleges of 
WHERE THERE'S COKE 
THERE'S HO-SPITALITY 
ing to live with his father in a 
house whose inhabitants and at-
mosphere equal anything con-
cocted by Poe. His father is a 
perpetually smiling .paralytic 
who throws red tennis balls at 
his bedroom wall so that they· 
may bounce down, the stairs 
and attract the attention of 
Zoo, the Negro maid whose 
neckerchiefs conceal a razor 
scar inflicted by her convict 
husband, or Miss Amy, an in-
sipid l ittle creature who wears 
a glove. on her left hand for 
no apparent reason. 
Mrs. "Koko" Sahagian . Roupdin.g out this strange cast 
1s Cousin Randolph, hovering on 
the brink · of being both male 
and femal e, Jesus Fever an an-
cient Negro, Li ttle Sun~hine a 
spell-casting hermit, Idabel' a 
curious tomboy, and Miss Wis-
teria, a midget who bemoans 
the fact that when little boys 
grow up they become too big 
for her. There is also a mys-
terious woman. who appears to 
Joel in an upper window, but 
she seems content to remain 
a figment of the boy's imagina-
tion, something for which the 
invites you to the 
ARARAT CAFE 
The famous Armenian restaurant 
established in 1899 to try 
Shish-Kebab Special - Grilled 
Duck and Chicken 
Venison and Bear Meat in season 
,gr eater Bo ton at .the very low 
rate of $2.52 (tax incl.) for 
the series. It is planned to 
in c I u cl e one cont mporary 
work in the program of eac11 
concert. The program for the 
concert is: Mozart, Quartet in 
D minor K 421; McKinley. 
Quartet in one movement; and 
Mendels ohn, Quartet in D 
major for Feb. 4. 
are not ea ily forgotten . 
The great danger of 1\'Ir. 
Capote's method is that i.t tends 
to make him rely upon invention 
rather than imagination. to plan 
carefully a bizarre effect which 
ha~ no value other than its 
power to make the readel.' 
squirm. Gothicism wears thin 
with usage for when its neveJ-
ty wears off it has little else to 
recommend it. If Mr. Capote 
can turn his talent to subjects 
which contain depth as well as 
atmosphere he will undoubted-
ly write pieces which do more 
than grip the reader with dis-
turbingly unplea ant sensations. 
His first novel smacks too much 
of a circus side-show; one pa ses 
from freak to freak, filled with 
morbid curiosity, wondering 
what will come next , and th en • 
walks on, not at all sure that ~ 
it demands another vis it. 
I 
Ask for it either way ••• both 
trade-marks mean the same thi • 
eonuo UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY 
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF BOSTON 
© 1948, The Coca-Colo Company 
Tables reserved on order 
The second floor may be reserved 
for special parties 
Open 12 A. l\I. to 1 A. ::u.. incl. 
,' unda~·s ancJ. liolida~·s 
7l Broadway, ,Boston 





./Q'tJy9· 0 Q\ f\~~t~ ~~E. s~LO 510\\ES £VERy~ 
ND o\.\J AT u;r"tt~ 'J./~~~ 
See them at FILENE 'S e JORDAN MARSH 
I 
Free booklet: "WARDROBE TRICKS". Write Judy Bond. Inc .. Dept. P. 1375 Broadway, New York 18 
Discriminating Research in N. Y. 
libraries a nd museums; English or 
G erman, technical or general. 
Modest rates. Write to: 
Broda Associates 
(W), 823 Hunts Poin t Avenue, 
New York 59, N. Y. 
SKI 
in Jackson, New Hampshire 
. and stay at 
WHITNEY'S 
in Jackson 
The ski resort with everything 
right at the door-slopes. trails, 
tramway and ski school all on the 
property. Rates~ $5.50 per day 
American Plan. Phone, write. or 
wire 
H. W. Whitney, Jackson,·N.H. 
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.Critics Hail Markova 
Better Than Pavlova 
(Continued from Page One) 
Britain. In 1939, under the spon-
sorship of S. Hurok, she made a 
triumphal debut in the United 
States. In 1945 she and Dolin 
once more started their own en-
semble which will appear at 
Wellesley. 
In a New York Times review, 
John Martin praised Markova's 
combination of "a flawless clas-
sical technique with an ability to 
project emotion that astounds 
the man on the street as much as 
the ballet expert." Equally at 
home in the classic or the modern 
style of the dance, Dolin is a 
choreographer in his own right. 
The experience he has gained as 
a child actor and in a short-lived 
play last season called The 
Dancer which gave him a per-
sonal triumph has enabled him 
to convey the most difficult emo-
tional situation in the dance. 
Critics oonsider him the perfect 
partner because he always places 
the ballerina in the spotlight, 
feeling that she belongs there. 
With her ninety-eight pounds 
of energy, Markova wears out 
five pair.s of ballet slippers a 
week. She still studies enthu-
siastically in addition to rehears-
als and performances so that her 
daily routine would wilt a wrest-
ler. She matches this work-out 
by an appetite which leads her 
to eat five or six meals a day. As 
a result, when anyone mentions 
Markova's "fragility" to her bal-
- let master, he retorts, "Fragile! 
iJI Pas· T_, EXAM-MORTEM· She has the constitution of a tM,; -.l Rolls-Royce powerb.ouse." ' 
by J ·im Feron, Marietta College 
Once upon a time in old He would visit all the local gin 
1gn~tian · days (for fuller ef- mills and obta.in slave labQr. 
t, this remark should be a·c- Then under the cover or dark-
ompanied by mystic music, ness, he would erect hollow 
leopatra lying on a coucp with pyramids · and sell them to dying 
Pharoahs who needed one quick. 
n asp encircling her neck, and Getting back to Lippy, however, 
our goons walking side-ways this ·plan of using his "Har-
ith their hands extended both" monica Helper," as he called it, 
from their . heads) to worked won.derfully un,~il one 
. ' year when his pals got sick and 
·ontmue, there was a clever I t ired of the whole thing. So 
ttle fellow by name Lipshlitz while Lipshlitz was out getting 
apone Oo "(not to be confused his professor drunk, they stole 
ith L. C. 00-0, famous tenor his "harmonica" and dipped it 
f the time). Anyway, Lip- into the Nile. This made it 
. litz wa.s a student in the just about as stiff as his old 
•yramid Parochial Paladium- man. (He used to get stinking 
~e local instjtution of lower on double shots of Cleopatra 
arning. Clavicords) . The next day, the 
At the end of each semester day of the exam, Lippy dis-
11 the little kids would have to covered the prank and in *a fit 
tudy like beavers with itchy of pithe, seized his nearest 
ot · b~ause if they didn't pass classmate and began shoving 
-ne final exams they were the stiff "harmonica." all two-
gged with papyrus tusks. And hundred feet of it, down his 
ey didn't .like that. Hell no. throat. When he just had about 
nyway, ole Lippy had the twenty feet more t o go, the 
cket beat seven ways from door opened and the headmas-
hursday. While his fellow ter stepped in. "What's going 
Jdents would beat their simple on here!" he demanded. 
tle brains out (he used to Lipshlitz Capone turned 
•fer to them as feeble-minded around, looked the professor in, 
"'-'asants) he would work on his the eye, and muttered, "I'm 
an. What he used to do was cramming." 
get a strip of papyrus about Thus the word "cramming" 
·.ro-hundred feet long and one has come down through the 
1ch high. Then, very meticu- years as a relativ.ely common 
usly, he would outlin.e the en- word-and was defined by Stunk 
re term's work. Then he and Hangnail, (ancestors of 
·ould fold it up like an ac- Funk and Wagnell) as " . . . 
nrdian and keep it under his forcing of in.formation into one's 
gernail for ready reference head immediately preceding an 
~ring a period of stress in the examination ... " 
am. In this manner, he could 
ull down A's as easily as his 
Id man could build pyramids. 
..111111111111111111111111111111111111u11t11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11t; 
I s~:~:~~:rs I - His old man, incidentally, was a lack market Pyramid builder. Ho~~!:-ii·~~~!11 
Offers a winter holiday to dream 
of and to reme.rn ber: glowing -, 
fires, countlJ' dancing in the 
:- = 
i ___ -=I= Th~i ~!2:~~m !_=:=~=~ ' ki Barn, friendliness and fnn. ~ ­Rooms with or witl1out hath ' Bunk rooms . for . the . college ; group. Congenial Clientele. Nea1 ! Big Bromley and Snow Valley. i 
Booklet. ~ 
Mrs. Harold Everett Porter I The Store For Men and Boys 
~.-.n--.0..-0.--u ... 11.-'ll_( ..... C,.._.U~U-. .f.1u111111u1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m111111mm1111111111~ 
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Career-Bound? 
BECOME AN EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
Doors will open wide to important positions if 
y ou supplement your college education with 
Berkeley training. Special Executive Course com-
bines technical subjects witlt background cour~es 
in Business Administration. 
Individualized instruction, small classes. Dis-
tinguished faculty. Effective placement service, 
Write today for Catalog. Address Director. 
420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 
22 Prospect Street, East Orange, N. J. 
BERKELEY SCHOOL 
. . . -:. - . , " . ~ 
At Alumnae· Hall, Markova 
will dance the famous "Dying 
Swan" for which Pavlova was 
famous. Dolin will SDlo in the 
"Hymn to the Sun." The whole 
compan,y will present gems from 
the most famous classical ballets 
set to the music of Chopin, 








Olivier - Vivien L igh 
HA3IILTON \VO}IAN" 
}(arch of Time's-"The Cold .,Var••· 
Sunday - l'IIonday - Tuesday 
February 22-23-24 
Mickey Rooney - Brian Donlevy 
" KILLER McCOY" 
Lucille Ball - Franchot Tone 





Matinees 1 :45 - Evenings '1 :cMS 
Sundays Continuous S-11 
Thurs., Fri., Sat., F eb . 19, 20, 21 
Joan Crawford - Dana Andrews 
"DAISY KENYON" 
Robert Hutton · - Joyce Reynolds 
"ALWAYS TOGETHER" 
Sun., Mon. F e b . '22 , 23 
Robert Cum.mings - usan Hayward 
"THE LOST MOMENT" 
Maria Montez - Rod Cameron 
"PIRATES OF MONTEREY" 
Monday, F e b . 23rd, Cont. from 2 
Tues .. Wed. Feb. Z4, 25 
Louis Hayward Joan Bennett 
"MAN IN THE IRON MASK" 
Brian Donlevy - l\liriam Hopkins 
"GENTLEMAN AFTER DARK" 
ST.CEORCE 
FRAMINGHAM 
Mat. 2:00 - Eves. Cont. 6:30 
NOW THRU SATURDAY 









,.. In Color 
CALENDAR 
THURSDAY, 19 *7:30 p. m. Pendleton Hall. Leciure: " De l'impression• 
isme a la pe inturc mod rne," by Monsieur Geo,·ges Gailtard. Protesse~r 
d'histoire de l'art a l'Universite de Sille. (Departments of Art and French.) 
FIUDAY, 20. *8.15 a. ru. Cha,pel. L eader: Miss Ada Hall of the Zoology 
Department. 
ti.30 p. m. H orton House. Faculty Shop Club Dinner and Meeting. 
'' 7.00 p. · m. P end leton Hall. Winter Sports Movies. (Outing Club.) 
8:!}0 p. m. Alumnae Hall. Winter Carousel Square Dance. (Outing Club.) 
ATURDAY, 21. "8.15 a. m. Chapel. L eader: Mrs. Horton, President. 
*2:~ p. m. Observatory Hill. W inter Carousel Skiing Races. (Outing Club.) 
8.00 p . m. Alumnae Hall and Mary Hemenway Gymnasium. Winte r Carousel 
i;·ormal Dance. (Outing Club.) 
SUNDAY, 22. *11.09 a. m. Memorial Chapel. Preacher, President Henry P. 
Van Du en. Unio n Theological Seminary. New York, New York . 
. . *7.00 p. m. Memorial Chapel. L en t en D evotions. Leaders: Margaret .Ze ller. 
'51 and Kathleen Franklin. '51. (Christian Association Wor-
ship Committee.) 
::llON DAY, 23. *8:15 a. m. Chapel. Leader: Mrs. Horton. President. 
*7.00-7.30 p. m. T ow er Court. French Songs. (Le Centre Franca is) 
*7.00-7.30 p. Ill • . Shafe r Hall. German Songs. 
" i.011-i.30 p. m. Claflin Hall, Spanish Corridor. Spanish Songs. 
7.30 p. m. Tau Zeta Epsilon House. Meeting of La Tertu.lia. 
7.30 p. m .- Agora House. Meeting of .. Current E\·ents Group. 
TUESDAY, U. *8.15 a. m. Chapel. L eader: Miss Elizabeth Eiselen Dean 
of the Class of 1949. .. • 
*!.40 p. m. R ec reation Building. Lecture: .. Man·s Relation to God as 
Influenced by the Church Liturgy." by R ev. Michael J. Ahearn, 
S. J .. of We.ton College. (Interfaith Group.) 
*7.30 p. rn. T au Zeta Epsilon House. Meeting of Slavic Society. Professor 
Michael Karpo\·ich of Harvard University will speak on: 
"Ru.§siah Liberalism in 1917. ' ' 
7.30 p. m. Alumnae Hall. WBS Studio .. Senate Mee ting, broadcast over 
WBS. 
\VEDNE DAY, 25. *8:15 a. m. Chapel. L ead er: Mr. Hans H. Brunner of 
the Biblical History Department. 
*8.00 p. m. Alumnae Hall. Markova and Dolin and their Balle t. The 
Program includes .. Chopiniana." B erlioz' "Faust" and Saint-
Saens' "Swan:• (Wellesley Concert Series.) 
THUR DAY 26. *8.15 a. m. Chapel. Leader: Sally P-0well, '48. 
3.40 p . m.' Shakespea re House. Meeting of College Council. 
''-1.40 p. m. Green Hall. Room 239. Placement Office Vocational Meeting. 
l\Ir. Raymond Dennett, Director of the .\Yorld P eace F'otfnda-
tlon. B oston, will speal~ on ··opportunities 111 non-profit or 
'cause· organizations." -.... 
../ EXHIBITION 
* Wellesley College Art Museum. Loa.n Collection of Old Ma«te~-,s; .1550-1 50. 
* Wellesley College Library. Circulat10n Hall and South Ex.h1b1b~n Hall. 
Early Documents of the United States GoYernment. Nortl1 E:xh1b1t10n Hall. 
The Origin and D e\'elopment of the Sacra Ra,ppresentaz10ne 111 Italy. 
* Open to the public. 
Occasional changes in ochedule may be ascertained by telephoning the Infor-
mation Office, WE. 5-0SID. 
"Six Weeks Pre·View of P'ano-
rama of Sound and Action" 
Produced by Margaret Winkler 
Ably Assisted by Eldon Winkler 
Leading Man and Soloist, Arthur 
Roderick Winkler 
February 1, 1948 
MAPLE LODGE ANO 
COTTAGE 
Automatic Heat 
ROOM RA TES $2.00 
5 min. walk from business center 
15 min. Mt. Cranmor-e . 
Telephone North Conway 222 
MRS. H. S. PATTEN 
re )E ~ 
[ 
STAGE n 
"You Never Can Tell" by G. B. Shaw, with Leo G. Carroll, j 
Frieda Inescort. Through Feb. 28. Final Theatre ] 
[ 
Guild play Colonial 
"My Romance" starring Anne Jeffreys. New musical score 
by Denes Agay and Philip Radowsky. Based on Ed- ] 
[ 
ward Sheldon's famous play "Romance." Shubert 
"The Hallams," a new play by Rose Franken. With Ethel 
Griffies, Royal Beal. Wilbur ] 
[ 
"Shylock and his Daughter" with Maurice Schwartz. ·'fhts .' 
week only. Plymouth 
[ 
Do~ Cossacks, Sun. afternoon, Feb. 22. Symphony Hall ] 
IN PROSPECT 
[[ ~::~:~::::;::. ::~::e::n:.iliom". Opening March I ]] 
John Charles Thomas, Sunday afternoon, March 7. 
[ 
WELLESLEY THEATRE TICKET AGENCY ] 
34 Church Street Wellesley. Mass. 
Tickets for all Boston theat s, Symphony Hall, JoTdan Hall. Open ] 
[ 
daily from 9:30 to 5:30, except for lunch hour (11:45 to 12:45) 
Tel.: Wel. 0915 
Money must accompany order. ] 
ILr jC 't ' e ' '~ 
"' 
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SEMINAR Holly Lockhart Stresses 
Urgency Of Students' Aid ~~~~~iJ~uo~~ti:~~11~de!:~gean~ig~~~-
stitutiona1 law, American gov-
Students' Aid Society's annual charity but a membership organi- ernment, literatul'e and con-
student membership drive started zation. This is one of the few temporary art. ' 
this week with an extra one groups on. campus in which we Adminisrration of the Salz-
hundred~dollar goal for the se- have direct contact with Alum- burg Seminar is carried out by 
niors. 'Phe class of 1948 voted nae." The loans given by Stu- the Executive Committee and a 
at a recent meeting to contribute dents' Aid are non-interest bear- student-faculty Steerincr Com-
twenty-five cents apiece above ing, a pr~ctice rare in oth~r col-
1 
mittee in the United st:tes, and 
the dollar membership in order leges. Smee Wellesley d1scour- by an Executive C.Jmmittee com-
to coll~ct money to set up a_ loan ag~s studen~s fror:i overworking posed of all Americans present 
Fund m memory of Jean S1prell while fina~cmg th~1r "':'ay ~hrough as faculty, assistants. and ad-
'48 who was killed in an automo- college, th~s organizatioi:i is r~ady mini trators in Salzburg. Work-
bile accident near the end of her I to off~r aid to those fmancia~ly ing under the Steering Com-(ha_n41capped) from otherwise mittee i an Administrative 
sophomore year. denvmg the full benefits out of Committee of Harvard students 
Holly Man·n Lockhart '48, college. which has the responsibility of 
chairman of the student commit- Financial aid is usually given raising necessary funds and pre-
tee of the Society stressed the partly by loan, partly by gift. paring the administration of the 
great need of Students' Aid this Besides covering tuition, such Seminar. 
particular year. Campaigns for things as a trip home during va-
funds for the 75th Anniversary cations, or a college weekend are 
Drive will probably curtail the made possible by a small loan. 
contributions normally made to The student body is urged to re-
the organization by Wellesley port to Students' Aid girls who 
Alumnae all over the country. are too proud to accept elp from 
Increased tuition and expenses their friends, and can be helped 
have forced girls to ask for aid in times of emergency by loan or 
who would ordinarily be able to gift. A group of girls may help 
manage without help. a friend by an anonymous gift 
Maintain Cosmopolitan made through the organization. 
Atmosphere Holly's student committee is 
In view _of these facts, student striving for a one hundred per-
contributions are more important cent enrollment by Wellesley 
than ever. "I realize that this is students. An annual membership 
a bad time . to ask for donations, costs only one dollar. Last year 
especially since Winter Carousel the drive was only seventy-five I 
occurs this weekend," Holly said. percent supported. "I wish I I 
"However, there is never a really could, in some way, transmit my I 
good time to raise money in col- enthusiasm to every girl in col-
lege. The funds are terribly im- lege, especially the freshmen," 
portant for the maintenance of Holly concluded. · 
the cosmopolitan atmosphere of No plans have as yet been made 
Wellesley." Not only do foreign for the spring book drive. The 
students need the WilSSistance that student committee hopes, through 
Students' Aid can offer, but many this campaign, to substantially 
Americans would not be able to add to the lending library of text-
attend college unless helped fi- books that the Society maintains. 
nancially. S_eniors will be especially asked 
"We want everyone to feel at to donate books they have col-
home about Students' ·Aid," Said lected during four years at col-
Holly. "The Society is not a lege. 




FORSBERG' s-Central Block - Wellesley, WE 5-1345-M 
Finest Fruits and Vegetables 
"Everything for those late dormitory snacks" 
This is the season to have extra large 
Temple oranges and tangerines on 
hand. Please stop_ by and let us help 
you choose from our wide selechon. 
Wellesley Fruit Co. 
Wellesley Square since 1912 Tel. WEllesley 5-0138 
s 
February 16th thru 25t 
W .P .F. Director 
To Address 1948 
'5~ Should Sign 
For Social Work 
Mr. Raymond Dennt'-i:, director Freshmen interested in doit g 
of the World Peace Foundation social work in Boston for the 
·in Bo ton, will speak under the second semester may sign up 
auspices of the Placement Of- now, according to Mary Gu -
fice Thursday, February . 26 at tafson '48, head of C. A. Social 
4 :00 in the Conference Room. Service. The committee i e--
"Opportunities for College pecially in need of girls for ho -
Graduate in Non-profit organi- pital an.ct settlement work. 
zation " will be the subject of Those who wish to try for 
Mr. Dennet's address. The these jobs should have individu-
meeting i limited to seniors, al intel:'views in the C. A. office 
and to undergraduates by ap- Friday, February 20 from 8 :30 
pointment. to 11 :30 a.m., Monday, Febru-
-1\IABRIED iary 23 from 1:00 to 2:00 in the 
Barbara Cody ·49 to George F. Pratt. afternoon; or Tuesday, February 
~1;.nford '-16 , Harvard Medical School 24 from 8 :30 ta 9 :30 a.m. and 
Elizabeth Evan '47 to .Tesse Burgess from 1 :00 until 2 :00 p.m. If 
'.fJ~~~as . Harrnrd '42• Decembe r 27 • anyone has questions, she · should 
Mitchell Campbell '48 to . Robert D. call Mary in Claflin or Peggy 
HarTey. Northwestern University '4 , ' 
D ecember 31. 1947. Goodman '49 in Stone. 
.. ;;,. 
"The more I smoke 
Chesterfields the 
more I appreciate 
how good they are111 
o~ .. Q~ 
;..NORTHWEST STAMPEDE" 
AN EAGLS-LION PRODUCTION' 
~ I smoke Chesterfield 
(FROM A. SERIES Of STA.ftMENTS av PltOMINENT TOaACCO FAIMERS ) 
0 When I bring my tobacco to market I'm always 
looking for the Liggett & Myers buyers because I 
know when I've got real good m,ild, ripe sweet tobacco 
they'll pay the top dollar for it. -of a really wide selection of quality 
merchandise including - .. .,···:;_.,:_· K~; "I've been smoking Chesterfields for about 25 ·"!W:.~:.:/i .M~ years. I like ~heir taste and I know the kind of 




2 % o 50% of 
Sweaters - Socks - Sea es 
The 0 s 
6-8 Church St. 
Wellesley# Mass. 
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